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The purpose of this thesis is to examine supply risks and supplier involvement in supply risk
management process in heavy equipment manufacturing context. First, the study aims to find
out what are the most significant supply risks in heavy equipment manufacturing context,
how these risks can be categorised, what are the factors in supply chains that can increase
vulnerability to supply risks and how vulnerability can be reduced. After that, the study aims
to determine what are the requirements, opportunities and challenges of involving suppliers
into the buying firm’s supply risk management process.

Risk management, supply chain, supply chain risk management, and supply risks form the
conceptual framework of the study. The empirical part of the research is conducted as a
qualitative case study. The methods used are interviews and workshops. Moreover, findings
from three other Finnish manufacturers are used to study the subject broader.

The study identified six different supply risks and their sub-categories, as well as factors
increasing and decreasing vulnerability to supply risks. The most significant finding of the
study was that supplier involvement in supply risk management process could improve
visibility and proactivity in the supply chain, especially if the buyer-supplier relationship is
at a partnership level and is expected to continue in the future.
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1.
Introduction: Risks in supply chains, findings from supplier
collaboration to reduce supply risks
Risks have always been present in the business.1 However, earlier scope and severity of risks
have not affected the performance of companies as destructive as now due to increased
outsourcing and dependency on external resources. Today’s supply chains have become
vulnerable to supply risks due to increasingly complex, dynamic and global supply networks
combined to the reduction of buffer stocks while pursuing lean practices.2 These supply risks
may have severe impacts on a firm reputation and performance if they materialise, causing
short –and long-term losses.

Especially for the manufacturing firms whose supply chain performance is dependent on the
smooth and continuous supply flow, disruptions can be costly and can ultimately threaten
the entire business. Therefore, it is essential to manage risks deriving from inbound supply
to prevent firms from severe and costly situations, which can weaken the firm’s performance,
financial health or reputation. Moreover, in today’s complex risk landscape risk management
has changed from reactive to more proactive risk management.3 Proactive risk management
can prevent risks to occur at all or can mitigate the risk impact because it has capabilities to
identify risk sources in their early stage. Oguty et al. (2018) proposed that driving
organisation into more proactive risk management could be done by increasing the
cooperation both cross-functionally and cross-organisationally.4

According to Chen (2016) advanced supplier integration could reduce supply risks by
increasing visibility in the chain.5 Moreover, Chen et al. (2016) as well as Hallikas &
Lintukangas (2016) found that collaboration with suppliers and high-level information
sharing in buyer-supplier relationships could have positive impact in supply risk
management.6 Supplier involvement has been studied from the new product development
process perspective and it has been found that supplier involvement can improve the process

1

See Zsidisin & Henke (2019), p. 1
See Harland et al. (2003), p. 51; Hoffman et al. (2013), p. 199; as well as Halllikas & Lintukangas (2016), p.
487
3
See Zsidisin & Henke (2019), p. 2
4
See Oguty et al. (2018), p. 46
5
See Chen et al. (2016), p. 861
6
See Chen et al. (2016), p.861; as well as Hallikas & Lintukangas (2016), p. 492
2
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by reducing product development time and costs.7 However, supplier involvement in supply
risk management process has not been reportedly studied, even though the previous findings
indicate that deeper collaboration and high-level information sharing with suppliers could
be beneficial to reduce supply risks. Next, the research gap is presented in more detail.

1.1

Research gap

The previous researches from supply risk management field have studied supply risks and
from various perspectives. When the supply chains have become tighter, and suppliers today
have a significant role in the manufacturer’s supply chain, dependence on suppliers has
increased. The dependency on suppliers has driven the manufacturers to create closer
relationships with suppliers.8
However, even though the previous studies have given some indicates that the buyer-supplier
relationship is getting closer and buyer-supplier collaboration could reduce supply risks,
there are no studies of supplier involvement in the purchasing organisations’ supply risk
management process. Hence, there is still lacking evidence from a broader perspective on
supply risk management that would consider the supplier perspective. Much of the research
has been conducted solely from the purchasing organisation’s perspective, but there is still
a distinct research gap of what could be the prerequisites, opportunities and challenges of
supplier involvement in the risk management process.

1.2

Background and objectives of the study

In this research, the studied case firm is a manufacturer, which operates in the heavy
equipment manufacturing industry. The case firm follows a single-sourcing policy —only
one supplier for one part—, and its supply chain is highly dependent on external suppliers,
which makes the firm vulnerable to disruptions coming from its supply network. The case
firm has long-term relationships with its strategic suppliers, which whom the information is
shared openly regularly. However, simultaneously, these strategic suppliers represent the
highest risks for the case firm’s inbound supply chain.

7
8

See Luzzini et al. (2015), p. 116; and Yan et al. (2017), 150-160
See Trent (2018), p.54-55
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The main objectives of this thesis are to study what are the supply risks in the heavy
equipment industry and how suppliers could be involved in the supply risk management
process. In order to research these objectives, two main research questions and two subquestions are formed. First, the study aims to identify the critical supply risks and their
categories. The first research question (RQ1) is supported by two sub-questions (RQ1A and
RQ1B), which are used to study the problem broader. The sub-questions aim to find the
factors in supply chains that could explain the vulnerability to supply risks and find methods
and strategies to reduce vulnerability to supply risks. Secondly, the study aims to study
supplier involvement in the risk management process. The second research question (RQ2)
aims to give answers to what are the prerequisites to involve suppliers into the supply risk
management process and what are the opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement
in the process. The research questions of this study are listed below.



RQ1: What are the most significant supply risks in heavy equipment manufacturing
context and how these risks can be categorised?


RQ1A: What factors in supply chains can increase vulnerability to supply risks?



RQ1B: What strategies and methods can be used to reduce vulnerability to supply
risks?



RQ2: What are the prerequisites of supplier involvement in supply risk management
process, and what are the opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement in the
process?

1.3

Research methodology

The studied topic is relatively new in the literature because the previous studies of supply
risks management have been conducted solely from the purchasing organisation view
without involving suppliers in the risk analysis process. Hence, considering the nature of the
research questions and the research setting of this study, a qualitative research method was
chosen for this study. According to Pitkäranta (2014), qualitative research is well suitable to
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study new phenomenon, because qualitative research aims to deepen knowledge about the
studied phenomenon and model its causal relationships, which can be used to improve,
develop and renew the studied subject.9

Qualitative research methods are usually most suitable to study a small group of cases, which
will be studied thoroughly.10 This research was conducted as a case study, which focused on
gaining a deep understanding of the studied subject in a single setting. According to
Pitkäranta (2014), case studies are in-depth investigations aiming to give very detailed
information about the studied phenomenon in a particular studied organisation.11 Hence, the
qualitative case study was an appropriate research method for gathering and understanding
characteristic of the studied topic in a real-life context. However, in order to get a more
comprehensive understanding of the vulnerability factors and what strategies and methods
can be used to reduce vulnerability to supply risks, three other Finnish manufacturing
companies were also interviewed in this research.

1.4

Conceptual framework

The conceptual framework of the study is constructed around the concepts of risk
management and supply chain. First, the theory of risk management is studied. Today the
focus of risk management is to allow a cross-functional and cross-organizational approach
to identify and assess risks.12 After examining risk management in general, the literature
from the supply chain field as well as the prevailing, trends affecting to supply chains is
studied. Then risk management in supply chains, the importance of supply management, as
well as characteristics of supply risks are studied. The theory of the supply risk management
process is examined applying the framework presented by Hallikas et al. (2004), which
consist of risk identification, risk assessment, and decision and implementation of risk
management actions.13 The conceptual framework of the study is presented in Figure 1.

9

See Pitkäranta (2014), p. 9, 13
See Eskola & Suoranta (1998), p.23
11
See Pitkäranta (2014), p. 35
12
See Bromiley et al. (2015), p. 265; as well as Oguty et al. (2018), p. 46
13
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 54
10
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Risk Management

Supply Chain

Supply Chain Risk
Management

Uncertainty

Risk
Identification

Supply Risks

Risk
Assessment

Risk
Treatment

Supply Chain
characteristics

Risk Monitor

Continuous Improvement

Supplier Involvement in Supply Risk Management
Figure 1 Conceptual framework of the study

1.5

Key concepts of the study

In this section, the key concepts of the study are presented. The key concepts used in this
research are risk and uncertainty, risk management and risk management process, supply
chain and supply management, vulnerability, supply chain risk, and supply risk. Next, the
key concepts are introduced more specifically.

6

Risk and uncertainty
Risk is a possibility of an unwanted occurrence, which has the potential for realisation of
negative consequences.14 The primary feature of a risk is that an unforeseen event may occur
in future and can harm the organisation but there is no certainty that the event will happen.15
Hence, risk and uncertainty are connected because without uncertainty there is no risks.

Risk management and risk management process
In general, risk management (RM) can be defined as creating practices and processes to
ensure a firm’ s survival in a dynamic and uncertain environment, where risk can be both
internal and external for the firm.16 Risk management process generally follows a specific
structure, which includes risk identification, -analysis, -respond, and -monitor phases.17.

Supply chain and supply chain management
Supply chain is a network of functional organizations through which material-, informationand financial flows are carried from raw material suppliers through production to the end
customers.18 Supply chains are coordinated by supply chain management.

Supply chain vulnerability
Vulnerability means that a supply chain has risk factors that can weaken or limit the chain’s
ability to resist threats and revive from disruptions.19 Hence, vulnerability can predispose
the supply chain to supply risks.

Supply chain risk
Supply chain risks refer to risk occurrence of both upstream and downstream supply chain
as well as from the production, and these risks can derive from internal and external
sources.20 The risks from the upstream supply chain are called as supply risks.

14

See Aven (2016), p. 4
See Waters (2011), p. 15
16
See Aven (2016), p.1; Bogodistov & Wohlgemuth (2017), p. 234 as well as Slagmulder & Devoldere (2018),
p. 733-734
17
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 5 as well as Bogodistov & Wolgemuth (2017), p. 234
18
See Baily et al. (2005), p. 88 as well as Goetschalckx (2011), p. 3
19
See Asbjørnslett (2009), p. 18
20
See Ho et al. (2015), p. 5034-5035
15
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Supply risk
Supply risk refers to a potential risk occurrence that an individual supplier or the prevalent
markets cannot meet the purchasing company’ s requirements and cause threats to the
purchasing company’ s business.21 Hence, supply risk is a threat from the upstream supply
chain, and it can have a detrimental effect on the purchasing firm.

1.6

The structure of the study

The research is structured into five sections. First, the introduction to the studied topic was
given and followed by introducing the research gap, background and objectives of the thesis,
the research methodology, conceptual framework, and the key concepts of the study. Next,
the literature from the field of risk management and supply chains is studied. First, the
literature review studies risks and risk management, followed by the study of the
characteristics and trends of supply chains. Next, the vulnerability factors and supply chain
risks are examined and followed by studying the purchasing and supply management, and
supply risks.

After the literature review, the research methodology is presented, and data collection
methods and settings of the chosen methods are introduced. Next, the empirical findings are
presented. First, the profile of the case firm is presented as well as the profiles of the other
three interviewed Finnish manufacturers. Then, the identified supply risks are presented as
well as identified vulnerability factors and strategies and methods to reduce the vulnerability.
Hereafter, the identified prerequisites, opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement
are presented and followed by the proposal of the supplier involvement in the risk
management process. Finally, conclusions and discussion are provided.

21

See Zsidisin (2003b), p.222
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2.
Risk management in supply chains: risk management
process, supply chains, increased vulnerability, the importance of
supply management to reduce supply risks
The importance of supply risk management has increased in today's volatile and complex
supply chain networks when the more responsibility of operations has shifted to the first tier
suppliers. In this chapter, risk, uncertainty and risk management are studied and followed by
the risk management process. Hereafter, characteristics of supply chains, supply chain
management, and trends affecting to supply chains are examined. Finally, the role of
purchasing and supply management are studied, as well as sources and outcomes of supply
risks, and supply management strategies.

2.1

Risk, uncertainty, and risk management

Dionne (2013) defines risk as an adverse event, which is the combination of probability or
frequency and its effects.22 Waters (2011) defines a risk being a threat that may disturb
normal activities or stop them.23 However, not all risks are inherently undesirable, such as
corporate strategy risks, because they can either generate high returns or cause negative
consequences.24 Uncertainty and risk are closely linked together. Olechowski et al. (2016)
define the relationship as “(…) risk and uncertainty are fundamentally connected; efforts to
reduce or mitigate risk are efforts that address the effects of uncertainty.”25 The key
difference between uncertainty and risk is that risk can be measured by giving a quantifiable
estimate of the probability of the event, but uncertainty cannot.26

2.1.1 Probability and impact as determinants of risk significance
In general, the significance of risk is determined by using two attributes, which are the
probability of occurrence and the impact of possible outcome of the occurrence. 27 Risk
probability describes the likelihood, relative frequency or the proportion of times of a risk

22

See Dionne (2013), p. 154
See Waters et al. (2011), p. 1
24
See Kaplan & Mikes (2012), p. 51
25
Olechowski et al. (2016), p. 1570
26
See Waters (2011), p. 18
27
See Mitchell (1995), p. 116 as well as Waters (2011), p. 26-27
23
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event.28 Risk impact can be determined for example by estimating potential cost of a risk
outcome.29 However, since the uncertainty is present when evaluating future, accurate
probabilities or losses are difficult to assess.
The risk significance can be determined as follows30:

Riskn = Probability (lossn) x Impact (lossn)
Overall Risk = Risk1 + Risk2 + …

The probability for a risk event can be estimated by:


Calculations (using knowledge of the phenomena to calculate the theoretical
probability by dividing the number of the ways the event can occur with the number
of possible outcomes)



Observations (using historical data to calculate the empirical probability by using the
data of how often the risk event has occurred in the past and dividing the number of
times with the number of observations)



Giving subjective estimates (using personal estimations of how likely the risk event
will happen, the option in cases if no relevant data available)31

The impact of a risk occurrence can be estimated by:


Material consequences (financial losses; cost of an event for the organisation when
risk actualises, for instance the time of a production stop)



Immaterial consequences (when an event is difficult to evaluate in monetary ways
but can lead to financial losses in the long term, for instance loss of reputation).32

28

See Waters (2011), p. 27-28
See Waters (2011), p. 27
30
See Mitchell (1995), p. 116-117
31
See Waters (2011), p. 16-17
32
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 53; as well as Waters (2011), p. 27
29
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2.1.2 Coherent and proactive risk management using cross-functional and crossorganisational cooperation
According to Elowe & Nottingham (2017), today’s risks in business have become more
complex and interconnected and their reach and impact have become more difficult to
forecast even for risk professionals.33 In general, risk management (RM) can be defined as
creating practices and processes to ensure a firm’ s survival in a dynamic and uncertain
environment, where risk can be both internal and external for the firm.34 Traditionally risk
management has focused to manage only certain risks in separate silos (such as financial- or
safety risks), but this type of risk management approach can even trigger other risks if only
some risks are managed.35 Hence, developing coherent risk management capabilities in
terms of people, processes and practices may help companies respond to deep uncertainty.

Proactive role in risk management can obviate risks to occur at all, or can mitigate risk
impact because it urges to make risk management actions before the risk has actualised.
Oguty et al. (2018) propose that organisations can pursue more proactive risk management
by following three steps, which are:

1. Driving the organisation into cross-functional or cross-organisational cooperation and
communication between departments and different stakeholders to identify risk
sources
2. Creating a framework or logic to gather risk data and then classify the identified risks
into categories
3. Embracing the continuity of risk process to identify new risk sources and mitigate
risks in a continuous cycle.36

33

See Elowe & Nottingham (2017), p. 6
See Aven (2016), p.1; Bogodistov & Wohlgemuth (2017), p. 234 as well as Slagmulder & Devoldere (2018),
p. 733-734
35
See Aqlan & Lam (2015), p. 54; Bromiley et al. (2015), p. 266 as well as Fraser & Simkins (2016), p. 689
36
See Oguty et al. (2018), p. 46
34
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2.2 Risk management process: risk identification, -assessment, respond, and -monitor in a continuous cycle
Risk management process generally follows a specific structure, which includes risk
identification, -assessment, -respond, and -monitor phases.37 Before risks can be managed,
they are first needed to identify, categorise and assess. After the assessment, risks can be
responded and monitored. Moreover, the risk management process is a continuous cycle,
which requires constant updating.

2.2.1 Risk identification
Risk identification is the initial step in the process. Only the identification phase can trigger
any further activity because it intends to detect all factors that can have negative
consequences in the future.38 The preliminary steps for risk identification are approval from
the senior management, analysis of the current situation, risk strategy and risk policies,
determination of the scope of the process, expectations and results, and identification of key
stakeholders for the process.39 In the identification phase it is essential is to recognise all risk
sources and the interconnections that can lead to risk outputs.40 For example, material
availability risk can originate from a lacking capacity in supplier’s supply network, which
can inherent from inaccurate forecasting caused by demand fluctuations. Hence, not all risks
are easily recognisable due to the risk interconnections and complexity in supply chains.41

There are various ways to identify risks. Notable is that each firm should identify risks from
their own perspective and purely not rely on secondary sources (such as literature) even
though some risks may be common in the industry.42 Past events can give indicator what
kind of risk events have emerged earlier. However, since the business environment can
change over time, relying solely on the past is not reasonable when identifying future
uncertainties. Sinha et al. (2004) present that risks can be identified by conducting a
brainstorming session and generating a list of possible risk in a cross-functional team.43
37

See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 5 as well as Bogodistov & Wolgemuth (2017), p. 234
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 52; as well as Kern et al. (2012), p. 63
39
See Waters (2011), p. 92
40
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 52
41
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 52
42
See Blackhurst et al. (2008), p. 145
43
See Sinha et al. (2004), p. 159, 162
38
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Chauhan et al. (2018) presented three methods to identify risks. These methods were a
literature analysis find risk factors reported in published articles, a risk survey or expert
interviews from the industry to get insights from practitioners, and the use of diagnostic
models (failure mode analysis, root cause analysis or event tree analysis) to examine
processes and identify possible risk sources in each process stage.44 A more comprehensive
list of risk identification methods and tools is presented in the Table 1.

According to Hallikas et al. (2004) three core functions for risk identification are gathering
the information about uncertainties and risk factors, information transmission between key
stakeholders, and information filtering.45 When risks are listed, it is important to specify
risks into categories in order to assess them.46 Risk can be grouped based on their sources
(internal/external), their importance (operational risks/strategic risks), how risks are
identified (perceived risks/foreseen risks), or group per each agent in the supply chain (for
instance supplier-based risks and manufacturer-based risks).47 After listing and categorising,
risks can be assessed.
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See Chauhan et al. (2018), p. 90
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 52
46
See Blackhurst et al. (2008), p. 147
47
See Sinha et al. (2004), p. 162; Blackhurst et al. (2008), p. 149; Waters (2011), p. 7; as well as Aqlan & Lam
(2015), p. 58
45
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Table 1 Risk identification tools and methods

Method / tool

SuiTable for
Authors
identifying
risks from
Risk checklist / Keeping a list of recognised risks Past events
Waters (2011)48
risk register
in a document or a database
Diagnostic
Illustrating relationships between Processes
Chauhan
models
risk events and causes, such as
(2018)49
event tree analysis
Pareto Analyses A frequency diagram of risk Past events
Waters (2011)50
events, 80 per cent of risks come
from 20 per cent of causes
Literature
Identifying risk factors reported in Many fields
Chauhan et al
analysis
published academic journals
(2018)51
Process charts
Identifying risks at each stage of Operations
Waters (2011)52
process
Process control Setting a target performance and Operations
Waters (2011)53
accepTable limits to monitor
variations
Supply
chain Systematically
monitoring Operations
Waters (2011)54
event
operations
to
investigate
management
deviations
from
planned
performance
Interviews
Collecting information from Future
Chauhan
experts from various fields
uncertainties
(2018)55
Group meetings Discussing with a group of experts Future
Sinha et al.
and making a list of risks
uncertainties
(2004)56
Delphi method
Repeating risk questionnaires Future
Waters (2011)57
multiple times to get consensus of uncertainties
risks

48

See Waters (2011), p. 114
See Chauhan (2018), p. 90
50
See Waters (2011), p. 112
51
See Chauhan et al. (2018), p. 6
52
See Waters (2011), p. 117
53
See Waters (2011), p. 119
54
See Waters (2011), p. 120
55
See Chauhan (2018), p. 90
56
See Sinha et al. (2004), p. 159
57
See Waters (2011), p. 117
49

Description
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2.2.2 Risk assessment
After identifying possible risk factors, risk assessment and priorisation serve as a basis to
choose the best management strategies and methods for the identified risks.58 Prerequisites
for risk assessment are carefully formed categories, which create a frame for the assessment.
Blackhurst et al. (2008) state that important is to determine which categories are the most
substantial for measuring the problem areas in supply chains and establish weights for each
categories to rank their importance.59 Necessarily is to have enough categories to assess risks
extensively, but simple and compact classification and rating make the assessment more
manageable.

A great variety of risk assessment techniques can be found from literature. The typical
approach to risk assessment is to evaluate risks using the scale for risk probability (what is
the probability that risk event occurs) and risk impact (how significant is the impact of the
risk event if it realises). Hallikas et al. (2004) present that risk probability and impact can be
assessed using a scale from number one (very unlikely event or extremely small impact) to
five (frequently occurring event and catastrophic impact).60 This type matrix is presented in
Figure 2. Besides probability times impact matrix, another often-used method is the fail
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) which consist of severity, occurrence and detection
parameters, and each scale ranges from one (low) to ten (high).61 A more comprehensive list
of risk assessment methods and techniques are presented in Table 2.

58

See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 52-53
See Blackhurst et al. (2008), p. 159
60
See Hallikas (2004), p. 53
61
See Pickshaus et al. (2016), p. 267
59
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Very high

Probability

High

Low impact,
medium to very high
probability

Medium to catastrophic impact,
medium to very high
probability

Low impact,
low probability

Medium to catastrophic impact
low probability

Medium

Minor

None
None

Minor

Medium

Serious

Catastrophic

Impact
Figure 2 Risk assessment matrix based on Hallikas et al. (2004), p.53 and Blackhurst et al. (2008), p. 145

When analysing occurrence and magnitude of risks, essential is to analyse their importance
from the future perspective because past risk events might not be relevant anymore and
hence, they might be invaluable as an indicator for the future events.62 Also, justified is to
analyse potential risk consequences from the firm’s own perspective because risk impacts
may differ depending on the organisation. The same risk that might be harmful to one firm
might not have any impact or even a positive impact on another firm.63 For instance, a
supplier’s strong business growth is usually positive for the supplier but might be harmful
to a buyer due to increases in the supplier’ s customer base and can result in the reduced
bargaining power of the buyer. Therefore, these two views are not directly concise.

62
63

See Lyons (2008), p. 233
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 53
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Table 2 Risk analysis tools and methods

Method

SuiTable for
analysing
Probability
x Probability and impact of an risk Many fields
impact matrix
event assessed using different
scales
The fail mode and Analysing possible modes of Failures
of
effects
analysis failures using probability, impact processes
or
(FMEA)
and detection factors, a scale hardware
from 1 to 10
Analytical
hierarchy process
(AHP)
Scenario analysis
Simulation

Network models

Fuzzy logic based
frameworks

Continuous
improvement (CI)
tools (Lean, Six
Sigma)

64

Description

Hallikas et al.
(2004)64

Carbone &
Tippett
(2004);
Pickshaus et
al. (2016)65
Structures problems based on a Risks
from Mital et al.
given hierarchy, prioritises decisions
(2018); Cho
alternatives based on a given
et al. (2011)66
criteria
Analysing future conditions Risks
from Waters
from series of decisions
decisions
(2011)67
Simulating a process or situation Failures
of Waters
with a computer model over processes
(2011)68
some time period
Analysing nodes and links in the Risk factors in Waters
supply chain to identify material flows
(2011)69
bottlenecks in material flow
Mathematical or hybrid model Analysing
Aqlan & Lam
utilising different mathematical events
and (2015)70
sets to assess risk probabilities decisions
and impacts
The use of different statistical Risks
from Cho et al.
tools and methods to analyse business
(2011)71
detects, such as X-Y-matrix
processes

See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 53
See Carbone & Tippett (2004) as well as Pickshaus et al. (2016), p. 267
66
See Mital et al. (2018), p. 162 as well as Cho et al. (2010), p. 120
67
See Waters (2011), p. 145
68
See Waters (2011), p. 145-146, 147
69
See Waters (2011), p. 148
70
See Aqlan & Lam (2015), P. 55
71
See Cho et al. (2011), p. 120
65

Author
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2.2.3 Risk respond
Risk respond phase is highly dependent on the previous steps on the risk management
process because it uses the risk identification and –analysis to address potential risks and the
priority of these risks.72 Risk respond includes implementing a respond strategy for each risk
before the risk event has realised, or creating a contingency plan after the risk has occurred.73
Biases on the previous steps (major risks are not identified or analysis is otherwise
inaccurate) might lead to implementing wrong risk respond strategies and can ultimately
lead to the failure of risk management process.74

Risk respond generally consist of four strategies, which are 1. Risk prevention (avoiding risk
to occur or prevent it from having any impact), 2. Risk mitigation (minimising the likelihood
of risk or limiting its impact on acceptable levels), 3. Risk transfer (transferring risk to other
party by contractual agreements or taking an insurance), or 4. Accepting the risk (taking the
risk and tolerating it).75 If the risk will be taken or the risk is difficult to manage (such as
natural hazards), then more emphasis will be given to contingency plans. These plans are
documented strategies how to stabilise operations quickly when the risk event has realised
and how to lead the firm back to normal performance in a new changed situation.76

2.2.4 Risk monitor and continuous improvement
Once the risks have been identified, analysed and management actions for risks have been
chosen, the risk management process still requires monitoring risks and their management
actions. The importance of this step is to monitor the efficiency of risk management actions
and the trends to which directions risks possibly develop in terms of their probability and
severity.77 Notable is that business environments and networks change over time and hence
new risks events can emerge.78 Therefore, risk management process requires regular
updating to be capable to respond new emerging risk events. Kern et al. (2012) proved that

72

See Kern et al. (2012), p. 65
See Kern et al. (2012) p.65
74
See Griffis & Whipple (2012), p. 432
75
See Elkington & Smallman (2002), p. 50; Carbone & Tippett (2004), p. 32; as well as Hallikas et al. (2004),
p. 54
76
See as Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 54 as well as Kern et al. (2012), p. 65
77
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 54
78
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 54
73
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firms who actively follow risk management process have higher competencies to manage
risks. These competencies support the firms’ preparedness against a wide range of risks, risk
occurrence is less severe and risks appear less frequently.79 Hence, continuously monitoring
and improving the risk management process can make firms more robust and resilient to
supply chain risks making firms less vulnerable to disruptions in their operations. The risk
management process from the risk identification to monitoring is illustrated in Figure 3.

Risk Identification

Risk Assessment

Risk Respond

Risk Monitor

-Determining the
goal
-Recognising risk
sources and
interconnections
-Categorising risks

-Assessing risk
probability and
impact
-Rating & ranking
risks

-Proactive
management
strategies
-Continuity plans

-Monitoring &
reviewing risks
-Identifying new
risks

Continuous Improvement
Figure 3 Risk management process

Figure 3 describes the risk management process. Risk identification phase aims to recognise
all relevant risk sources. Risk analysis determine which risks a firm should focus. Risk
respond determines which strategy to choose for each identified and analysed risk based on
their criticality.80 Risk monitor follows how effective the risk control strategies have been
and how the risks evolve. Finally, risk management requires continuous improvement to
existing processes to make the organisation more capable to resists risks that come from new
sources.

79
80

See Kern et al. (2012), p. 73
See Hallikas et al. (2004), p. 54
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2.3

Supply chains, supply chain management, and the prevailing trends

In this chapter, the supply chain network and supply chain management in manufacturing
context are introduced. Then, the trends and vulnerability factors affecting to supply chains
are studied. Finally, methods and strategies to reduce supply chain vulnerability are
examined.

2.3.1 Supply chain network and -management in the manufacturing context
Supply chain is a network of functional organizations through which material-, informationand financial flows are carried from raw material suppliers through production to the end
customers.81 Supply chain management coordinates these flows so that value added to the
customer is maximized while costs are minimized.82 Despite the name, usually supply chain
is rather a complex network than a single chain, which consist of several different flows and
interconnected organisations.83 An example of a manufacturing supply chain network is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Tier 3

Tier 3
Tier 2

Tier 2
Tier 1

Tier 3

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 2
Tier 1

Tier 3
Tier 2

Tier 3

Production

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 3

Tier 2
Tier 3

Tier 3
Tier 2

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 3

Inbound supply chain
(supply network)

Final assembly
(manufacturer)

Figure 4 Supply Chain Network

81

See Baily et al. (2005), p. 88 as well as Goetschalckx (2011), p. 3
See Baily et al. (2005), p.88
83
See Goetschalckx (2011), p. 3
82

Outbound supply chain
(customers)
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Figure 4 describes a supply chain network, which consist of three kind of actors. These actors
are suppliers, which form the supply network, the manufacturer from which perspective the
supply chain is described, and customers, which will form the customer network. Supply
network consist of tier 1, tier 2, and tier 3 suppliers. However, usually the supply chain can
be much longer and more complex, and can consist of tier 3+ suppliers. Tier 1 suppliers are
the direct suppliers of the manufacturer who deliver materials to the manufacturer without
intermediates. Tier 2 suppliers deliver materials to the tier 1 suppliers, and tier 3 suppliers
deliver raw materials to tier 2 suppliers. Hence, many of these tier 1, 2 and 3 suppliers are
interconnected and disruption in one supplier can ripple through the final manufacturer to
the end customer.

2.3.2 Trends affecting supply chain design and supply chain management
Supply chain acceleration, outsourcing, cost reduction, globalization, just-in-time deliveries,
lean manufacturing and reductions in the supplier base are prevailing trends in
manufacturers’ supply chains today.84 According to Trent (2018), supply chain management
focus has shifted from cost management to more coherent financial management including
working capital management and suppliers’

financial performance monitoring.85 In

addition, managing relationships with key stakeholders and proactive corporate-level supply
chain risk management have received considerable attention today.86

The outsourcing trend has increased suppliers’ portion of the product design and suppliers
deliver completely assembled systems and modules. Concurrently globalisation has
extended supply chains across continents and the origin of components further away from
the manufacturer.87 Outsourcing and globalisation have increased the need for professional
supply chain expertise to manage increasingly global and complex supply chains.88

Supply chain acceleration means even shorter development cycles and far gone product
differentiation.89 In addition, supplier base has been shrink due to mergers and acquisitions
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See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 6 as well as Fan (2017), p. 63
See Trent (2018), p. 48, 52
86
See Trent (2018), p. 48
87
See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 13
88
See Trent (2018), p. 49
89
See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 16
85
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but also due to manufacturer’ s preferences to manage smaller group of suppliers.90 When
development cycles have become even shorter, and dependency on supplier has increased,
the accelerating pace has driven manufacturers to the pressure to increase supplier
collaboration and supplier early involvement in new product design and to achieve preferred
customer status.91

Due to lean manufacturing and just-in-time (JIT) deliveries stocks have been driven to a
minimum to ensure an efficient flow of materials. However, this requires that each link in
the chain perform as agreed. To eliminate poorly performing links in the chain, monitoring
suppliers and customers financial health has increased. In addition, the use of predictive
analysis (such as Big Data and Machine learning) to predict future events such as supplier
bankruptcies has increased.92

2.3.3 Increased vulnerability in supply chains due to prevailing trends
The prevailing trends have also increased vulnerability in supply chains.93 Vulnerability
means that a supply chain has risk factors that can weaken or limit the chain’ s ability to
resist threats and revive from disruptions that can derive from internal and external
environment.94 The more vulnerable the supply chain is, the more time and resources it takes
to revert the normal performance when a risk event has occurred. According to Waters
(2011), there is a paradox with the current trends because some of them were originally
designed to lower risks but actually many of these trends increase other types of risks. For
example, lowering stocks decreases risk of unsold stock but simultaneously increases
material availability risk.95

Outsourcing increases the complexity in supply chains due to greater number of links in the
chain, and make manufacturers dependent on their supply network. However, when each
member in the supply chain is seeking for individual benefits, one member may reduce its
own risks at the expense of other partners leading to increased risks throughout the
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See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 12-13
See Trent (2018), p. 54
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See Trent (2018), p.54-55
93
See Waters (2011), p. 54 as well as Fan (2017), p. 63
94
See Asbjørnslett (2009), p. 18
95
See Waters (2011), p 53
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network.96 Globalisation has led to the geographical fragmentation of links increasing the
need for slack due to external uncertainty factors such as logistics, political instability or
natural disasters. However, increased focus on efficiency, cost reduction and lean
manufacturing have nonetheless driven firms to tighten their supply chains eliminating slack
and redundancy.97 In addition, when just-in-time deliveries and single sourcing is used,
supply chains become tightly coupled and dependent on single links in the chain. 98 Hence,
when operational flexibility has been minimised, even a slight delay or other disruption in
the chain can have significant negative impact because this type of supply chain is too rigid
to tolerate any fluctuations.99

Other trends that increase supply chain vulnerability are accelerating product life cycles and
rapid changes in demand. Short innovation cycles combined with price reductions have
increased quality problems, which have disturbing or damaging effect on firms’ operational
activities, reputation and financial situation.100 Product differentiation has increased the need
for the large variation of components for niche models, which set challenges to manage
material flows and give accurate forecasts.101 The accelerating innovation pace has driven
manufacturers to rely on external competencies in new product development, and this has
increased suppliers share of product design. However, deeper supplier integration increases
risks of information misuse and can lead to a power asymmetry between the supplier and the
buyer.102 Hence, today’s supply chains have become more vulnerable than ever before due
to the prevailing supply chain trends.

2.3.4 Creating robust and resilient supply chains to reduce vulnerability
When vulnerability in supply chains has increased, creating a robust and resilient supply
chain can fade away vulnerability. A robust supply chain has capabilities to resist disruptions
and maintain the normal performance during negative events, whereas resilience supply
chain has capabilities to quickly recover from the disruption and adapt to the new
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See Waters (2011), p. 59
See Hendricks et al. (2009), p. 234
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See Speier et al. (2011), p. 723
99
See Wiengarten et al. (2016), p. 364
100
See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 16 as well as Clemons & Slotnick (2016), p. 169
101
See Maurer et al. (2004), p. 16-17
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See Waters (2011), p. 59 as well as Zhao & Cao (2015), p.11
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situation.103 In Figure 5 the performance level of an supply chain has been illustrated before,
during and after a disruption. The more robust and resilient the supply chain is, the lower
and shorter the disruption will be because the chain has capabilities to mitigate its impact
and recover from it faster.

Disruption
Stable situation

Performance

New stable situation

Time
Disruption time
Figure 5 Operational performance and disruption based on Asbjørnslett (2009), p. 17

According to Christopher & Peck (2004), supply chain resiliency can be achived by
(re)engineering the supply chain (with supply chain design, supply base strategy, and
mapping the suppy chain network), with collaboration (key stakeholders in the chain),
increasing agility in the chain (creating more visible chain with rapid information sharing),
and creating risk management culture (systematically assessing and managing risks in the
chain).104 Hendricks et al. (2009), Speier et al. (2011) as well as Wiengarten et al. (2016),
emphasised that increasing flexibility in operations improves supply chain robustness and
resiliency to risks.105

Flexibity can be achived by improving the abilities to respond to changing demand in terms
of quantities and product types, and reconfiguring the chain such as by flexibly making
103

See Asbjørnslett (2009), p. 18
See Christopher & Peck (2004), p. 7-11
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See Hendricks et al. (2009), p. 234; Speier et al. (2011), p. 723; as well as Wiengarten et al. (2016), p. 264
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outsourcing decisions and having pool of alternative suppliers.106 Also from the stakeholders
view increasing operational slack had positive impacts. Hendricks et al. (2009) proved that
the publicly traded firms who had more operational slack in their supply chains experienced
less negative stock market reactions to supply chain disruptions than the publicly traded
firms who had less slack.107

According to Brusset & Teller (2017), in addition to flexibility, integration with suppliers
will foster resiliency when risks from supply side are high.108 Waters (2011) stated that
integration in supply chains can reduce vulnerability by increasing transparency in the
supply chain, but it is reasonable to inrease integration only with strategic partners due to
risk of information misuse.109 Jüttner & Maklan (2011) emphasised that in addition to
flexibility inreasing velocity by increasing the speed of supply chain adaptations was
important to reduce vulnerability in supply chains.110 Moreover, collaboration with key
stakeholders, systematic risk management processes, and creating continuity plans were
seen to increase visibility and durability in supply chains according to Jüttner and Maklan
(2011).111 In Table 3 the previously introduced strategies to reduce vulnerability in supply
chains are summarised.
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See Brusset & Teller (2017), p. 66
See Hendricks et al. (2009), p. 234, 242, 244
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See Brusset & Teller (2017), p. 66
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See Waters (2011), p. 59
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See Jüttner & Maklan (2011), p. 254
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See Jüttner & Maklan (2011), p. 254
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Table 3 Strategies to reduce vulnerability in supply chains

The strategy
Increasing

flexibility in the 
supply chain



Increasing velocity 
and agility in the 
supply chain


Increasing visibility 
in the supply chain

Increasing
durability in
supply chain


the


How to implement
Changing the supply chain design
Mapping the supply chain network
Changing the supply base strategy
Making flexible outsourcing decisions
Having a pool of alternative suppliers
Improving demand forecasting
Increasing adaptability to the changing
demand
Speeding up information sharing
Increasing supplier integration
Systematically assessing and managing risks
in a continuous cycle
Increasing
collaboration
with
key
stakeholders
Increasing collaboration with suppliers to
ensure smooth supply flow and prevent cost
increases
Making continuity plans

Author
Christopher &
Peck
(2004);
Brusset & Teller
(2017)
Christopher &
Peck
(2004);
Jüttner
&
Maklan (2011);
Waters (2011)
Christopher &
Peck
(2004);
Jüttner
&
Maklan (2011)
Jüttner
&
Maklan (2011)

Hence, there is various way how organisations can increase robustness and resiliency in the
chain. A robust chain is more resistant to risks due to its robust design and proactive riks
management actions. A resilient chain is enough agile and flexible to adapt to a new changed
situation and continue its operations after the risk event. Next, the risks in supply chains and
importance of supply management to reduce supply risks are examined.
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2.4 Risks in supply chains: supply chain risk management and risk
categorisation
In this section, supply chain risks and supply chain risk management are defined. Then, the
ways to categorise supply chain risks are presented. It can be noted that there are various
perceptions of the scope of supply chain risk management as well as multiple ways to
categorise supply chain risks.

2.4.1 Defining supply chain risk and supply chain risk management
According to Waters (2012), a supply chain risk is an unexpected event that might disrupt
the material flow from the original supplier of the raw material through to final customer of
the end.112 Ho et al. (2015) defines a supply chain risk as the probability and the severity of
an unexpected negative event or condition in any part of the supply chain, which can have
either operational-, tactical-, or strategic-level consequences for the supply chain.113
According to Christopher & Peck (2004) supply chain risks derive from supply-, process-,
demand-, and control risks, and which are all prone to external risks, such as natural
hazards.114 Hence, supply chain risks can occur at any part of the chain but they are
interconnected to each other via links in the chain.

The definition of supply chain risk management remains somewhat vague in the literature.
Some authors propose that SCRM consist of generic processes and decisions whose
secondary purpose is to manage risks, while some authors propose SCRM being as an
individual process to identify and manage risks in supply chains. Tang et al. (2006) propose
that supply chain risk management consist of supply-, demand-, product-, and information
management, which all include strategic- and tactical plans to mitigate supply chain risks.115
Waters (2011) propose that SCRM is a process that includes a risk management team,
common risk management strategy, and systematic tools, methods and processes to identify
and analyse risks.116
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See Waters (2011), p. 7
See Ho et al. (2015), p. 5035
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See Waters (2011), p. 82-83
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In addition, there is some different perceptions of the scope of the SCRM. Ho et al. (2015),
state that often SCRM focus only to some part of a chain, such as supply risk management
or product risk management, instead of focusing overall chain from original raw material
suppliers through the final assembly to end customers.117 However, when supply chain risk
can occur at any part of the chain, it is justified to comprise the SCRM to cover the entire
chain. According to Waters (2011), the core elements of supply chain risk management are
designing a resilient chain, creating practices and procedures to manage risks, and making
supply chain more agile.118

2.4.2 Categorising supply chain risks
There are various ways to categorise supply chain risks. Supply chain risks can be classified
based on their source (such as internal or external)119, supply chain flow type (such as
material, financial, information)120, the way the observation of a risk is made (such as
anticipated, experienced)121, or the type of control options (such as preventable, taken, and
uncontrollable risks)122.

Cristopher & Peck (2004), categorised risks based on their source so that risks can be either
1. Internal to the firm, such as process risk (activities in the firm) and control risks (rules,
systems, and procedures in the firm), or 2. External to the firm but internal to the supply
network, such as demand risk (disruptions in the downstream supply chain that cause
disturbances for the entire supply chain) and supply risk (upstream equivalent for the demand
risk), or 3. External to the network, such as environmental risk (socio-political, economic,
technological, or natural events).123 Olson & Dash Wu (2010), classified supply chain risks
into external risks (such as natural hazards, political systems, and competitors and market),
and internal risks (available capacity, internal operations, and information systems).124
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Ho et al. (2015), categorised supply chain risks into macro-risks and micro-risks. Macrorisks consist of human-made risks (political instability, terrorism, wars) and natural risks
(environmental hazards), and whose occurrence is less frequent, but their impact can be
disastrous. Micro-risks are risks in the supply chain, and they consist of demand-,
manufacturing-, supply-, and infrastructural risks (such as information technology,
transportation, and financial systems). The micro-risks can occur relatively often, but their
impact is often less severe.125 Similarly, Mital et al. (2018) classified supply chain risks into
1. Demand-side, 2. Supply-side 3. Regulatory, legal and bureaucratic, 4, Infrastructure, and
5. Catastrophic risks.126 The scope of supply chain risks is illustrated in Figure 6

Macro risks
Human-made

Natural

Micro risks
Financial

Information

Logistics

Supply

Production

Demand

Figure 6 Supply chain risks based on Ho et al. (2015), p. 5034

In Figure 6, supply chain risks are divided into macro- and micro risks where macro risks
are divided into human-made risks such as political instability and natural risks such as
earthquakes. Micro risks refer to risks that are caused by the activities in the supply chain.
These activities are inbound flow of materials (supply risks), production (process risk), and
outbound flow of materials and information (demand risks). In addition, financial,
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information and logistics flows and operations bounded to each of these activities. Notable
is that a change of condition in one risk factor can trigger the other risk factors, and hence,
these risks are interconnected.

2.5 Purchasing and supply management (PSM), supplier involvement,
supply risks and risk management methods
As manufacturing firms have increasingly decided to focus on their core competencies in
volatile and complex markets, more responsibility of the production and product
development has shifted to external suppliers.127 For instance, in many manufacturing
industries bough-out materials and services represent between 60-90 per cent of the sales
income.128 Hence, when the outsourcing trend has grown the importance of smooth material
and information flows from the upstream supply chain has increased. Typically, in
manufacturing firms, purchasing and supply management (PSM) has the main responsibility
of the upstream chain, and hence PSM role has become crucial for the continuity of the
operations. 129

In general, PSM consists of ensuring the continuity of supply of materials and services to
fulfil the organisation’s needs by managing effective relationships with existing suppliers
and develop alternative sources of supply in a cost-effective way.130 According to
Schoenherr et al. (2012), the emerging fields of PSM are especially global purchasing,
buyer-supplier relationships, uncertainty and supply risks, sustainability, electronic
purchasing, and the PSM financial performance, whose management has become critical in
the continually changing business environment.131

2.5.1 Supplier involvement and supply management
When supply chains have become even faster and tightly coupled, simultaneously supplier
involvement has increased. It has been found that especially supplier involvement in new
product development projects can have positive impacts for the product development time
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or lower costs.132 However, on the other hand supplier involvement can also increase some
risks when the buyer is dependent on the supplier and hence supplier can pursue its own
interest’s by increasing prices. Zhao & Cao (2015) discovered that supplier-buyer power
asymmetry has significant positive effects on risk occurrence, especially when a supplier
had a power advantage.133 Therefore, some supply risks can occur because of the dependence
between supplier and manufacturer.134

From uncertainty and supply risk perspective, Schoenherr et al. (2012) emphasise that supply
visibility, accountability and traceability are crucial in mitigating supply risks. Therefore,
Schoenherr et al. (2012) propose that developing comprehensive PSM frameworks and
models, which help to identify and analyse risks, and help to understand the relationships
between potential risks and risk mitigation strategies, improves supply risk management.135
According to Hoffman et al. (2013), a well-performing supply management system mitigates
supply risks by identifying risk sources, measures the impact of the risk and allows the
organisation to reach to the risk in time.136

2.5.2 Supply Risks deriving from environmental and behavioral uncertainty
According to Zsidisin (2003a) supply risks refer to potential risk occurrence that an
individual supplier or prevalent markets cannot meet the purchasing company’s
requirements and cause threats to purchasing company’ s business.137 Ellis et al. (2010)
define supply disruption risk as “(…) total potential loss associated with the disruption of
supply of a particular purchased item from a particular supplier”.138 Hence, supply risk can
be referred to as upstream supply chain disruptions from the original material supplier to the
purchasing company whose perspective the supply chain will be assessed.
Waters (2011) states that risks in supply chains derive from uncertain events.139 According
to Hoffmann et al. (2013), supply risks can derive from environmental uncertainty or
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behavioural uncertainty.140 Environmental uncertainty results from unpredictable changes in
the environment or unreliable or lacking information about environmental changes.141 These
environmental uncertainty factors are difficult to predict, and they are outside the control of
exchange partners.142 Behavioural uncertainty results from difficulties to monitor the
contractual performance of exchange partners.143 Hence, information asymmetry is closely
linked to behavioural uncertainty because lacking or inaccurate information leads to
difficulties to ascertain and monitor the exchange partner’s performance.144 It can be
concluded that supply risks derive from the environment where firms operate, or directly
from suppliers inability and actions, because there is lack of knowledge or competencies to
protect the supply against these uncertainties.

2.5.3 Supply risk sources and outcomes
Supply risks can derive from uncertain events from supply markets (the markets where
suppliers and customers operate), or from suppliers (risks that origin directly from suppliers’
actions).145 Risks from supply markets are external for the exchange partners because these
risks are out of exchange partner’ s direct control, and are therefore caused by environmental
uncertainty. These types of external risks are related to natural – and human-made
development in environment, such as political decisions, laws or regulations, natural
disasters, currency fluctuations or rapid demand changes. These types of external risks can
lead to for instance price increases, supply shortages, and limited sources of supply.146

Risks from suppliers can be caused by behavioural uncertainty. These risks are related to the
uncertainty about the supplier’s financial- and operational competence and the buyersupplier relationships.147 These types of competence and relationship issues are for instance
supplier’ s financial stability, supplier’ s capacity and expertise premises, delivery
performance ability, sustainability premises, quality premises, and supplier’s reliability.148
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Eventually competence and relationship uncertainties can lead to material shortages, quality
issues, price increases, or reputational issues.149 The supply uncertainty factors are illustrated
in Figure 7.

Supply Uncertainty Factors
Behavioural uncertainty

Environmental uncertainty
 The unpredictability of the

environment where the exchange
partners operate

 Markets (e.g. demand volatility,
technological changes, currency
fluctuations, price increases)
 Natural hazards
 Political and legislative changes
 Terrorism, war
 Third-party actions (e.g.
logistics providers)

 The unpredictability of the
exchange partner s financial and
operational competence

 The unpredictability of the
inter-organisational relationship
with the exchange partner







 The value of the relationship
 The commitment of the
exchange partner
 Expectations of the relationship
continuity
 The power relation between the
partners

Financial volatility
Delivery performance ability
Quality premises
Sustainability premises
The ability for cost-effective
operation
 Innovativeness and
technological capability

The reclutance to act

The inability to act

Supply Risks
Figure 7 Supply uncertainty factors

Figure 7 illustrates the supply uncertainty factors. Environmental uncertainty can derive
from human-made or natural events can lead to the supplier’s inability to act and thereby
lead to supply risks. Behavioural uncertainty can derive from the supplier’s financial or
operational competence, or uncertainty about the buyer-supplier relationship. Lack of
financial or operational competence leads to the supplier’s inability to act while
unpredictability of the relationship can lead to the supplier’s reluctance to act and hereby
lead to supply risks.

However, even though either supply markets or suppliers are sources of supply risks, also
notable is that the purchasing organisation can expose itself to supply risk due to its poor
material planning and demand forecasting, new product applications, or supply strategy
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(such as sourcing decisions and level of supplier integration).150 Hence, cause-and-effect
relationships in supply risks can be manifold and therefore, it is justified to view supply
chain as a whole when analysing supply risks.

2.5.4 Supply risk management strategies and methods
Supply risk management strategies have been researched from various perspectives. Namdar
et al. (2018) found that implementing different sourcing strategies for different types of risks
mitigate supply risks.151 Chen et al. (2016) found that supplier integration increases visibility
in the chain, and hence reduces supply risks.152 Similarly, Hallikas & Lintukangas (2016)
found that supplier orientation increases performance of supply risk management.153
Alternatively, Hofmann & Rutschmann, (2018), emphasized the role of modern data analysis
techniques to increase visibility through the chain by more accurate forecasting.154 Other
perspectives to supply management offered Cao (2015) as well as Chiang & Wu (2016)
proposing that supply risks could be managed by contractual ways.155

Namdar et al. (2018) studied single and multiple sourcing strategies in supply disruption risk
mitigation and found that when the risk occurs often but it has a low impact, multiple
sourcing strategy could used to secure the supply, but when the risk has a high impact but
low-frequency single sourcing strategy is used and supported by backup and spot
purchasing.156 Chen et al. (2016) found that high-level information and knowledge sharing
perspective including trust, commitment and goal congruence in a buyer-supplier
relationship affect to risk mitigation positively.157 Hallikas & Lintukangas (2016) ended up
with similar results finding that supplier orientation (including for example collaboration
with suppliers, joint business process development and shared goals), increases the
performance of supply risk management.158
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Cao (2015) found that contract coordination in decentralised organisations was effective way
to mitigate supply risks especially in situations where the supplier dominates the
relationship. In the same study, it was found that dynamic forecasting together with suppliers
mitigates supply disruption risks especially in situation where the demand does not meet the
supply, and was preferable in situations where the buyer dominates the relationship.159
Chiang & Wu (2016) found that the proper contract design, where the real value of the
business relationship is determined, could mitigate supply risks by leading to higher supplier
cooperation and design effort, especially in new product development projects.160 Similarly,
Adler et al (2016) found that the contract design that includes shared risks could mitigate
supply risks because it leads to better visibility and collaboration between the partners.161
Chang (2017) found that especially NPD projects supplier’s economic incentives could
mitigate supply risks but the benefits of incentives depend on form of the business
relationship.162

In addition, a wide array of systems and techniques that use data analytics have become
available to tackle supply risks. Hofman & Rutschmann, (2018), claim that modern data
analysis techniques can provide better accuracy to the decision-making and improve supply
chain visibility by sharing intelligence through the supply chain.163 Traditionally forecasts
are based on historic data and are often dependent on the modeller’s assumptions and
experience.164 Hence, there may be biases when only a limited amount of data is available
and forecasts are based on subjective evaluation. Big data analytics (BDA) have capabilities
to gather, store and structure a large variety of data, and thus, it can provide more accurate
information to the decision-making process.165 Next, the methodology of the empirical study
is examined.
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3.
Methodology: interviews and workshops as data collection
methods
In this chapter, the chosen research methodology is explained. First, the data collection
methods will be introduced and the suitability of chosen methods for this study are justified.
Next, the settings and participants of the empirical study are introduced. Finally, the
summary of the chosen research methodology are presented.

3.1.

Data collection methods

In order to get theoretical background for the study, the related literature was reviewed. The
theory part was constructed from the scientific articles related risk management and supply
chain fields, such as journals related to general risk management, supply chain management,
supply chain risks, and supply management. In addition, some scientific books from the
operations management field were used in the literature review. With the use of theoretical
aspects, it was possible to form frames for the case study.

The primary data for the case study was collected by interviews and workshops. In addition,
some case-organisation-specific data were collected from the case organisation’ s database
in order to understand company-specific characteristics, such as organisation structure and
the relevant key Figures. According to Eskola & Suoranta (1998) interviews are suiTable
data collection method in qualitative analysis due to its nature to reveal extensive
information about the topic in the interaction with researcher that would otherwise be
difficult to access for instance by surveys.166

According to Ørngreen & Levinsen (2017), workshops are suiTable data collection method
when the research purpose is to investigate relations and outcomes of a given topic, and
achieve a given goal.167 Hence, interviews and workshops methods were chosen to deepen
the knowledge about the studied subject and get rich and extensive data for the research
analysis.
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3.1.1 Interviews
The chosen interview type was theme interviews, which were carried out by individual
interviews and group interviews. In theme interviews the discussed topic has been given in
advance but the order and scope of the questions can vary depending on the interviewees
and the interview situation.168 The purpose of theme interviews is to find relevant answers
in accordance to research questions and the research objective from the chosen theme in
practice.169 The benefit of theme interviews is that they offer the opportunity to refine and
deepen the questions based on the answers of interviewees.170 Hence, theme interview gives
an opportunity for in-depth review of the studied topic because the interview is modified by
the interviewee, and is not bounded to a particular structure or scope, which could limit the
shared information.

The interviews were carried out in two settings to gain information widely from the various
perspectives. Individual interviews were organised to get data from a specific area of the
research from a specific person, and a group interview session was organised to get wider
understanding of individual factors in a larger perspective. According to Eskola & Suoranta
(1998) group interview setting is a powerful method to collect data in a one session, where
the participants can support each other and enrich the information while giving their own
perspective on the matter.171 Hence, using two different interview methods it is possible to
collect a wide range of data from several perspectives to gain a holistic view of the studied
subject.

3.1.2 Workshops
In addition to interviews, three workshops were held each focusing on a particular theme.
Workshop is a research format where a group of participants are invited to discuss together
in a pre-arranged event, whose purpose is to generate new insights and achieve a given
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goal.172 One of the advantages of workshop method is that it offers a convenient way to
group identified scenarios into causes and consequences of the given theme.173

According to Ahmed & Asraf (2018) workshop setting allows the use of variety of methods
to collect data from the same topic (such as through discussions and in written form), and
hence, the method can increase the validity of research.174 Oreszczyn & Carr (2008) found
that discussions play important role in workshops because there might be disagreements
when identifying for instance causes and consequences, and hence these discussions enrich
the data gathered from the workshop.175 According to Ørngreen & Levinsen (2017),
workshop method challenges participants to innovate and break away from the everyday
context, and hence, it can be used to identify and model future scenarios.176 Therefore,
considering the characteristics of risk, the workshop method was chosen for appropriate
method to identify and model future uncertainties.

3.2.

Settings of interviews and workshops

The interviews and workshops were held between April 2019 and August 2019. The first
interview was an individual interview with the purchasing manager of the case organisation.
The purpose of the interview was to map the organisational design in the case organisation
in order to understand the company-specific characteristics and map the current state of
supply risk management. The duration of the interview was 120 minutes. The questions of
the first interview are found from Appendix 1.

Next, a group interview was organised to understand the characteristic of supply chain, the
role of the supply management and suppliers for the case organisation, identify vulnerability
factors in the chain and discuss about the negative impacts of supply risks for the
organisation’s performance. Considering the scope of the subject to collect data from,
persons from the case firm supply chain management team were interviewed. Altogether
four persons from the different supply chain operations participated to the theme group
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interview including the previously interviewed purchasing manager. The duration of the
group interview was 90 minutes and the interview was held in Finnish. The participants,
their position and their range of responsibilities are listed in Table 4. The discussed questions
are listed in Appendix 2 (translated by the researcher from Finnish to English).

Table 4 The interviewees of the case firm

Interviewee

Range of responsibility in the case firm

position
Supply

Interview
questions

chain Head of the supply chain operations including inbound- Appendix 2

director

and outbound business operations and production

Production

Head of production operations including inter alia Appendix 2

manager

production control- development- and systems, and factor
quality

Purchasing

Head of

procurement operations, including sourcing, Appendix 2

manager

order-to-delivery, and supplier management

Project

Project manager, Supply Chain

Appendix 2

manager

After the group interview, three other Finnish manufacturers were interviewed to get an
understanding how supply risks are managed in other organisations. These interviews were
conducted using individual theme interview –method via Skype. The organisations operated
in heavy equipment manufacturing industry and in food manufacturing industry. The idea of
the interviews was to get insights how supply risks are perceived by other companies, what
are the vulnerability factors and ways to reduce vulnerability, and how their supply risk
management process looks like. The interviewees of the other organisations are listed in
Table 5 and the interview questions are found from Appendix 2.
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Table 5 The other interviewed firms and the interviewees

Firm

Industry type

Interviewee’ s title Duration and Interview
language

X

Heavy

equipment Director, Supplier 120min,

manufacturing

Development

questions
Appendix 3

and Finnish

Quality
Y

Z

Heavy

Global

60min,

equipment

Procurement

Finnish

manufacturing

Manager

Food manufacturing

Vice

President, 60min,

Procurement

Appendix 3

Appendix 3

Finnish

After the benchmarks, three workshops were held in the case firm. The time reserved for
each workshop was 3 hours. The first workshop was organised for the persons that were
responsible for the strategic implementation of supply management in the case organisation.
Altogether 10 persons participated to the first workshop. The theme of the first workshop
was to identify and categorise supply risks.

After the first workshop, the second workshop session was organised for the persons who
were responsible for the operative implementation of supply management in the case
organisation. The theme of the second workshop was same than in the first workshop, but
the focus was more operative than in the previous one. After the second workshop, the third
session was organised for the first workshop attendants. The theme in the third workshop
was to discuss what are the prerequisites, opportunities and challenges of supplier
involvement in risk management process. The Table 6 shows the list of the participants of
the workshops.
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Table 6 The participants of the workshops

Job title of the participants and

Attended to

Attended to

Attended to

number of persons in brackets

Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Workshop 3

Purchasing manager (1)

X

X

X

Global Sourcing Manager (1)

X

X

Quality Engineer (1)

X

X

Development Engineer (1)

X

X

Purchasing Coordinator (1)

X

Strategic buyer (5)

X

Operative buyer (6)

X

X
X

X

In addition to workshops conducted with the procurement professionals, experts from
different departments of the case firm were interviewed to get a broad view of the risks that
can come from the firm’ s upstream supply chain. These participants were professionals from
their field, such as from supply chain -, financial -, sales -, and IT –management. The idea
behind the cross-functional risk identifying process was to get information from each
relevant field to create a comprehensive list of risks that can threat the firm’s supply flows.
The interviewees are listed in Table 7.

Table 7 The expert interviewees of the case firm

Interviewee position

Interview type

Duration
language

Chief

Financial

Officer Individual theme interview, face-to-face

(CPO)
Trade Financing Manager

60min,
Finnish

Individual theme interview, face-to-face

60min,
Finnish

Data System Manager

Individual theme interview, face-to-face

60min,
Finnish

Industrial Safety Manager

Individual theme interview, face-to-face

60min,
Finnish

and
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In addition to the interviews and workshops held in the case firm and the interviews
conducted in other Finnish manufacturers, five suppliers of the case organisation were
interviewed in order to get cross-organisational data for the analysis. All these suppliers were
the case organisation’s direct tier one suppliers and long-term partners, with whom the case
organisation has close business relationships. These suppliers were selected to ensure that
also the supplier’s point of view would be heard, and hence the reliability of the study could
be better ensured. The list of interviewees is presented in Table 8.

Table 8 The interviewed suppliers

Supplier

The interviewee(s) Interview type

Duration

and Interview

position

language

questions

Supplier A Sales Manager

Individual theme 120min, Finnish

Appendix 4

interview, face-toface
Supplier B Managing Director

Individual theme 120min, Finnish

Appendix 4

interview, Skype
Supplier C Sales Engineer

Individual theme 120min, Finnish

Appendix 4

interview, Skype
Supplier D Account Manager

Individual theme 120min, Finnish

Appendix 4

interview, Skype
Supplier E

Managing director Group

theme 120min, Finnish

Appendix 4

& Product Manager interview, face-toface

Summary of the research process is presented in Figure 8. The research process starts by
first defining the research problem and the research questions. Next, the literature review
was conducted. After the literature review, data from various sources were collected and
analysed. Finally, conclusions were given and research questions were answered, and
limitations and validations of the study were discussed.
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Defining the research problem and research
questions

Conducting literature review of the studied topic

Collecting data from the individual interview (the
purchasing manager of the case firm)

Describing and analysing the
current situation of the case
firm and identifying the
vulnerability factors

Collecting data from the group interview (managers
of supply chain operations)

Collecting data from benchmarks (three Finnish
manufacturers)

Collecting data from Workshop I and II
(procurement professionals of the case firm)

Describing and analysing
vulnerability factors in other
organisations

Describing and analysing the identified
supply risks

Collecting data from the expert interviews
(professionals from different departments of the case
firm)

Collecting data from the supplier interviews (the
case firm s long-term partners)

Workshop III
(procurement professionals of the case firm)

Conclusions, answering to the research questions,
limitations, validity considerations and suggestions
Figure 8 Summary of the research process

Describing and analysing the
prerequisites, opportunities and
challenges of supplier involvement in
risk management process
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4.
Empirical findings: the profiles of the firms, supply risks,
vulnerability factors, and supplier involvement in the risk
management process
In this chapter, the empirical findings of this study are presented. First, the profile of the case
firm, as well as profiles of the other interviewed manufacturers are introduced. Next, the
identified supply risk and their categorisation are presented, and followed by the study of
vulnerability factors and strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability. Finally, the
identified prerequisites, opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement in the risk
management process are examined. The findings of this study are based on interviews and
workshops held in the case firm, interviews with three Finnish manufacturing firms, and the
cross-organisational interviews with the case firm’s suppliers. Moreover, the researcher’s
interpretation of the studied topic is reflected in this chapter.

4.1. The profile, supply chain design and the main purchasing and
supply management processes in the case firm
The case firm is a Finnish heavy equipment manufacturer with a turnover of approximately
600 million euros in the year 2018. The firm produces large high technology machines to its
customers worldwide. The case firm operates only in one industry sector. The number of
employees is approximately 1700 person. Purchased materials and components represent
almost half of the turnover. The firm’s supplier base is approximately 200 suppliers, and 70
per cent of the total purchases come from the top 20 suppliers. The case firm’s supplier base
consists of mainly Finnish suppliers (over 70 %) and suppliers in the EU (approximately
20%).

4.1.1 Supply chain design in the case firm
The firm’s supply chain consists of three core processes, which are purchasing, production
and logistics. The supporting functions are the order centre (receives the customer orders),
the delivery centre (arranges the delivery to customers), and the factory maintenance. Hence,
the supply chain of the case firm consists of three main functions and three supporting
functions.
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The case firm manufactures machines in make-to-order (MTO) principles. MTO means that
production starts after customer order has arrived and finished machines are delivered to
customers once production is completed and machines are tested, and therefore no finished
products will be kept in the inventory.177 Moreover, over the years, the case firm has driven
its operations towards Lean principles as in the automotive industry to increase productivity
when the volumes in the case firm have increased.

4.1.2 The main PSM processes and supply strategy in the case firm
The main purchasing and supply management processes in the case firm are new supplier
sourcing, order-to-delivery, and supplier management. New supplier sourcing includes
searching and validating new prospective suppliers. Order-to-delivery consists of tasks
related to placing and receiving orders. Supplier management consists of, for instance,
supplier performance monitoring, risk management, and cost management. Purchases have
been divided into five categories, and for each purchasing category, one strategic purchaser
is responsible for the category together with an operative purchaser. Supporting procurement
functions are global sourcing (responsible for sourcing new suppliers abroad), and supplier
quality and development (responsible for supplier audits and development programs). Each
of the functions is responsible for the purchasing manager.

The case firm relies mainly on single sourcing strategy, which means that the case firm has
one particular supplier for a single product to be purchased. Single sourcing has been in used
mainly due to the manageability of product structures (such as documentation) and due to
long-term and massive supplier validation process. Moreover, ensuring product safety was
essential for the case firm, and hence, the quality of products was guaranteed with the longlasting supplier validation process. Furthermore, the products the case firm uses are often
results of long-term product development with suppliers and therefore, replacing the
suppliers was experienced challenging.

Other reasons why the single sourcing strategy was chosen were cost savings from supplier
concentrations, easier manageability of quality problems, and the lack of enterprise resource
planning (EPR) support. Furthermore, the case firm has long-term relationships with its
177
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suppliers and changing the sourcing strategy could hamper these relationships if the share of
purchases from certain suppliers decreases. Moreover, instead of replacing a supplier if some
challenges occur, the case firm sought to develop the supplier or the relationship with the
supplier on a better level. However, some critical products were sourced from two different
suppliers in order to decrease material availability risk.

4.1.3 The supply risk management in the case firm
The case firm relied on lean principles, which aims to mitigate some risks from the inbound
supply chain, such as reduce risks related to overstocking. Moreover, lean principles were
seen to direct suppliers’ capacity on the right needs and hence, manage the production
resources better. On the other hand, lean principles had increased other types of risks, such
as supply disruption risks when just-in-time (JIT) principles were followed. JIT principles
mean that the incoming goods will arrive just to the right need at the right time, and hence,
it reduces the need for material stocks.178

Particularly problematic were the risks related to material availability because neither the
case firm nor its supplier network did not have capability to respond to the increasing
demand as rapidly as required. Secondly, if the demand quickly vanishes in the industry
sector where the case firm operates, some suppliers might be in danger to go bankruptcy.
Especially concerning was the situation of the suppliers who are dependent on the case firm
and do not have customers in other industry fields.

It was found that the case organisation did not have a systematic risk management process
in use to analyse and document risks that come from supply-side. However, the strategic
purchasers of the case firm were responsible for the supply risks that were related to their
purchasing category. Each of these purchasers identified and evaluated risks in their way,
for example, by investigating suppliers’ financial statements and regularly visiting suppliers.
However, the issue was that the case firm did not have capabilities to analyse or monitor
risks in a systematic way. Therefore, the overall picture of the supply risks for the case
organisation was complicated to see. Moreover, occasionally supply risks were identified
too late, and hence, it was experienced difficult to prevent risks to materialise or mitigate the
178
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risk impact. Thereby, the case organisation experienced that risk visibility and traceability
should be improved to get an overview of the supply risks. Furthermore, it was identified
that some actions and requirements in the case firm could increase vulnerability to supply
risks such as high product customisation in some products.

The strategies to mitigate supply risks were mainly supplier audits, close cooperation with
suppliers, supplier integration, and buffer stocks. Before selecting a new supplier, each
prospective supplier was audited. The audits reduced the risk of choosing an incompetent
supplier. After the supplier selection, suppliers were audited again if some development area
in the supplier’s operations side was noticed, some changes were coming to suppliers’
processes such as launching a new manufacturing technology, or some severe or chronic
issues occurred for example in product quality. However, regular yearly audits had been
abandoned regarding the long-term partner suppliers because it was noticed that the benefits
of audits were not sufficient concerning the effort used.

Moreover, close cooperation with suppliers was seen to mitigate risks when the possible risk
factors were discussed openly with the strategic purchasers. However, these discussions
were not fully documented, and hence, the evolvement of potential risk was not monitored
systematically. Furthermore, with partner suppliers, top management level cooperation was
seen important in maintaining relationships and thus reduce risks of not being a preferred
customer. Supplier integration reduced risks so that suppliers had visibility to the case firm
material needs and hence, the suppliers could see for example changes in the case firm
production in real-time. Buffer stocks helped to secure the material availability in situations
when the demand of some purchased materials or components, such as bearings, which were
rapidly growing in many markets. However, buffer stocks increased the capital tied to the
material stocks and hence, it was seen that the overstocking could weaken the case firm’s
business.
To conclude, the case firm’s supply risk management relied on the strategic purchasers and
their awareness of the situation. Although the information exchange in buyer-supplier
relationships was open and extensive in the case firm, the risk traceability and visibility was
lacking due to systematic risk management processes. The case firm experienced that
visibility and proactivity in the supply chain could be improved because sometimes supply
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risks were identified too late and hence they could materialise. Moreover, reactive risk
management was seen expensive, time-consuming, and ineffective way to manage risks and
hence, it was experienced that proactivity in risk identification and management could be
improved. Next, the supplier involvement in the case firm is examined.

4.1.4 The supplier involvement in the case firm
The firm relied on long-term relationships with its suppliers, and many suppliers had been
supplied parts to the case firm continuously over decades. The case firm had approximately
20 strategic suppliers with whom the information was shared openly and regularly. However,
at the same time, these strategic suppliers represented the highest risks to the supply. The
strategic suppliers were difficult to replace due to a long-term partnership, including, for
example, electronic data interchange projects, new product development projects, and fargone product customisation. Furthermore, regarding some suppliers, the case firm was
dependent on the key persons from the supplier side, with whom the case firm had been
cooperating for many years. Therefore, the loss of a key person could represent a risk for the
continuation of cooperation in some cases.

The case firm operated in the industry, which was extremely volatile and experienced
constant technological changes. Hence, close relationships with the supply network were
considered essential to keep up with continuous change. The case firm was flexible towards
its customers, and therefore, the customers had a chance to make changes to their orders up
to a specific time limit before the machine was assembled. Although from the customer
perspective making changes to orders was a positive thing, however, it caused issues for the
material forecasting. Moreover, forecasting spare part needs was considered challenging due
to volatile demand and seasonal fluctuations, and hence, close cooperation with suppliers
was seen essential to ensure material availability. The case firm provided yearly forecasts to
its suppliers, but because the demand could unexpectedly change, the forecasting was often
inaccurate. Hence, responding to the real demand required flexibility and responsiveness
from the supply network. In the case firm, it was seen that flexibility and responsiveness
could be achieved with close cooperation with suppliers.
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The case firm also had joint product development projects with its strategic suppliers.
However, there had been situations that the chosen supplier had not been capable of
producing the required quality or the required amount if the demand suddenly grew more
than expected at the production ramp-up stage. Therefore, the supplier inability had led to
the issues to keep the planned product schedule and estimated cost level. The quality issues
in NPD projects were caused by the supplier's lacking competence but also missing feedback
about the product manufacturability. The challenge in joint product development projects
was the lack of tools to evaluate the prospective suppliers but also that sometimes the NPD
projects were long, and the riskiness level of suppliers was not monitored regularly.

To conclude, supplier involvement with the strategic suppliers was intense, but there was
still uncertainty about supplier competence, especially in new product development projects.
The strategic suppliers were difficult to replace due to far advanced supplier integration and
involvement. Moreover, the business relationship with some suppliers was dependent on the
key persons from the supplier side. However, the case firm also had some strategies to reduce
risks, but systemic risk management was lacking. Next, the profiles of the three other
manufacturers used in this study are presented.

4.2.

The profiles of the three other manufacturers

To get a more extensive understanding of how supply risk management was made in other
firms, three other Finnish manufacturers were interviewed. The manufacturers operated in
the heavy equipment industry and in the food industry. The manufacturers from heavy
equipment industry were chosen to get a wider perspective from the heavy equipment
industry where the case firm also operated. The food manufacturer was chosen to get
perspective from a different industry. Each of the interviewed firm was a large-size firm with
the turnover over 50 million euros in the year 2018. The supplier base of the interviewed
companies varied from the less than 300 suppliers to the more than 1000 suppliers depending
on the firm. The key figures of the manufacturers are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9 Key Figures of the three interviewed manufacturers

Firm

Industry

Enterprise category

Supplier
base

X

Heavy equipment manufacturing

Large-size, > 50m€

<300

Y

Heavy equipment manufacturing

Large-size, > 50m€

>1000

Z

Food manufacturing

Large-size, > 50m€

>1000

4.2.1 Supply strategies in the interviewed firms
The interviewed heavy equipment manufacturer X and food manufacturer Z both mainly
followed make-to-stock (MTS) principles. MTO means that the goods are produced to the
stock based on anticipated future demand and delivered to the customers from the finished
goods inventory.179 Manufacturer Y followed make-to-order (MTO) manufacturing
principles. Hence, the manufacturing strategies of the X and Y different from the case firm
but the manufacturer Y had a similar type of manufacturing strategy with the case firm.

Manufacturer X bought mainly simple raw materials (bulk goods) and relied on multiple
sourcing strategies. For each product, the manufacturer X had three to five alternative
suppliers. However, the manufacturer X had also some products, which were single sourced.
Manufacturer Y’s purchases were diverse, and the manufacturer bought many types of
components and raw materials, mainly relying on multiple sourcing. Moreover, also the
manufacturer Y had some single sourced products. Food manufacturer Z bough mainly
simple raw materials and the manufacturer relied on mainly on multiple sourcing. However,
manufacturer Z also had some single sourced products but it continuously sourced new
alternative suppliers for the single sourced products. Hence, it can be concluded that each of
the interviewed firms relied mainly on multiple sourcing even though they had some single
sourced products, and hence, their supply strategy varied from the studied case firm.

4.2.2 Supply risk management and supplier involvement in the interviewed firms
There were several ways how to interviewed organisations did supply risk management, as
well as which risks were considered as the most significant risk for supply. Mainly supply
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risk management in each firm relied on supplier audits and yearly risk analysis, such as risk
registers to identify new risk sources followed by risk probability and impact evaluation.
Moreover, each organisation had a matrix to identify the suppliers who were located in areas
of global country risks. The purchasers or category managers were responsible for updating
the risk registers and matrixes.

Each of the organisations relied on supplier audits for new prospective suppliers and
suppliers who were already in a business relationship with the interviewed firms. In each of
the interviewed organisations, comprehensive supplier audits were made before starting the
business relationship. Moreover, the interviewed organisations made yearly audits for
exiting suppliers, but regarding the yearly audits, the practices varied. Manufacturer Z
audited mainly focusing on sustainability and product safety issues while X and Y audited
more holistically. However, according to manufacturer Y, the yearly audits were abandoned
for some suppliers because they were not beneficial enough.

The level of supplier involvement varied depending on the interviewed organisation. The
manufacturer X’s purchases were mainly based on annual contracts and tendering, and with
most of the suppliers the supplier involvement was minor due to bulk materials. Both
manufacturer Y and Z had various types of supplier relationships due to wide range of
purchased products. However, the interviews with manufacturers revealed that none of the
interviewed firms had as high degree supplier involvement than the studied case firm. Next
the identified supply risks are presented.

4.3. The identified supply risks from the workshops and the interviews:
six identified supply risks and their sub-categories
In this section, the identified supply risks are presented. As supply risk can vary depending
on the firm and the market where the firm operates, also in this study, the possible supply
risks were identified from the case firm’s perspective. The supply risks were identified in
workshops where the participants were the SME professionals of the case firm. The idea of
workshops was implemented from Sinha et al. (2004), who proposed that group meetings
are one method to identify supply chain risks.180 Moreover, various professionals were
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interviewed to get a broader view of risks that could threaten the supply as proposed as a
method in risk identification phase by Chauhan (2018).181

First, the most significant risks for the case firm were identified in the workshops. These
risks were material availability risk, material quality risk, material cost risk, reputation risk,
relationship risk, and supplier’s strategic management risk. These main risks were then
divided into smaller sub-categories, for which the triggers of each risk (events or situation
causing the risks) were then identified. For some risks, professionals from the case firm’s
other departments were used to identify the risk triggers. For example, professionals from
the case firm’s financial department were used to identify triggers that could lead to
suppliers’ financial incompetence. Next, the identified risks, risk sub-categories and risk
triggers are presented in more detail.

4.3.1 Material availability risk
Material availability risk was identified as the most significant supply risk for the case firm.
If a supplier becomes unable or unwilling to deliver ordered materials in time, it could have
severe impacts on the case firm’s performance. Even a slight delay in some material or
component delivery can cause disruptions in the case firm’s production line and hence cause
problems to fulfil the customer needs if the final product deliveries will be delayed.

Material availability was divided into eleven sub-categories, which were seen as sources of
material availability risks. After that, the triggers for the sub-categories were identified. The
identified sub-categories were changes in suppliers demand, supplier’s and sub-suppliers
capacity, supplier’s financial situation, supplier’s production plant and systems, supplier’s
information systems and information flow, supplier’s personnel and business strategy,
market related issues, logistics, supplier’s unwillingness to deliver, external threats, and
customer’s inaccurate or lacking forecasting. The sub-categories and their triggers of
material availability risk are listed in Table 10.
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Table 10 Identified risk sub-categories and the triggers for material availability risk

Sub-category
Changes
in
demand

supplier’s

Supplier’s or sub-suppliers
capacity
Supplier’s financial situation

Supplier’s production plants
and systems

Supplier’s
information
systems and information
flow
Supplier’s personnel and
business strategy
Market related issues where
the supplier operates
Supplier’s logistics

Material availability risk
Risk triggers
Unexpected demand changes in the markets, supplier’s
forecasting inaccuracies, slow information flow through
supply network
Supplier’s production overload, lacking capacity of subsupplier, customer order spikes, end-of-life (EOL)
products, a sub-supplier’s bankruptcy
Supplier’s lack of investments, supplier’s risky
investments, supplier’s deterioration of profitability,
supplier’s deterioration of equity, supplier’s order backlog
decrease
Supplier’s production stops (fire, power cuts, disruptions),
supplier’s lack of spare capacity, supplier’s lack of
maintenance, suppliers geographical location (for instance
natural disasters)
Supplier’s faults in IT-systems, supplier’s lack of spare
capacity, supplier’s lack of maintenance, supplier’s ITsecurity issues, supplier’s lack of investments
Lack of competence labour, industrial accidents, loss of a
key personnel, incompetence management structure,
supplier’s geographical location
Political instability, customs changes, tax changes, trade
union activity, natural disasters
Carrier arrangements, unexpected weather conditions,
thefts, carrier’ s lacking capacity, damages during the
transportation
The case firm is not preferred customer, the supplier
allocates its production to other customers
Political instability, customs changes, tax changes, trade
union activity, natural disasters

Supplier’s unwillingness to
deliver
External threats (humanmade decisions and natural
hazards)
Customer’s inaccurate or Customer demand changes rapidly, new material or
lacking forecasting
component which has no previous demand history

4.3.2 Material quality risk
Material quality risk was the second significant supply risk for the case firm. Quality
problems in purchased materials were seen to increase disruptions and costs in the in the
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whole supply chain for example due to time used for inspection and receiving the replacing
part as well as warranty costs. Furthermore, the risk of insufficient quality of some material
or components was seen to endangering the end customers’ operations and safety. Moreover,
quality issues were seen to have direct negative effect on the case firm’s reputation because
one of its customer promises was high product quality.

Material quality risk was divided into eight different sub-categories. These sub-categories
were supplier’s processes and methods, materials, personnel, environment, measuring,
machinery and equipment, external threats, and customer’s error in product design or documentation. The sub-categories and the identified risk triggers of material quality risk
are listed in Table 11.

Table 11 Identified sub-categories and the triggers for material quality risk

Material quality risk
Sub-category
Risk triggers
Supplier’s processes and Changes in production, errors in the manufacturing process,
methods
inadequate manufacturing technology, inability to find new
technology
Supplier’s materials
Defects in material used, material changes due to availability
challenges, material changes due to lower price, material
spoilage, poor material durability
Supplier’s personnel
Inadequate orientation, inadequate instructions, personnel
ignorance, lack of skilled labour
Supplier’s environment
Impurities in raw materials or production, varying conditions
in production, transport- and storage conditions
Supplier’s measuring
The perception of quality differs between supplier and
customer, inadequate measuring equipment, difficulty of
quality testing, lack of quality testing
Supplier’s
machinery Poor condition, lack of maintenance, difficulties in
and equipment
maintenance, calibration failures
External threats
Legislative changes of the use of some material or component,
availability problems of some material or component due to
natural hazards
Customer’s error in Inadequate or incorrect product documentation or product
design or documentation structure
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4.3.3 Material cost risk
Material cost risk was the third identified supply risk. Material cost risk was seen to have
significant impact to the whole supply chain because it increases the capital tied to the stock
and could lead to the situation where the prices of final products have to be raised. For the
end customer the risk of price increases was seen particularly unfavourable. Furthermore, if
the case firm have to raise the prices of products it could eventually lead to the case firm’s
loss of its market share if the prices of the products rise too high.

Material cost risk was divided into three different sub-categories. These sub-categories were
supplier-oriented material costs (such as supplier’s capability to cost-effective operation and
supplier’s pricing), market-oriented material costs (such as changes in prices due to the
economic situation and market legislation), and customer-oriented costs (such as the case
company’s product changes and failure to estimate its purchasing volumes). The subcategories and risk triggers of material price risk are listed in Table 12.

Table 12 Identified sub-categories and the triggers for material cost risk

Material cost risk
Sub-category
Supplier-oriented
cost increase

Risk triggers
Supplier’s increase in labour costs, supplier’s or sub supplier’s
monopoly, supplier’s non-cost-effective manufacturing technology,
supplier’s price increases to adjust the production load, supplier’s
over- or under quality, supplier’s replacement of a product or
material, supplier’s geographical location far away from the
customer, supplier’s poor material availability, supplier’s unexpected
indirect costs (such as product design or tool costs)
Market-oriented
Inflation, price increase of some material on the markets, exchange
cost increase
rate fluctuations, increase in overhead costs in markets, price
increases due to customs or legislation, material availability issues in
supply markets
Case
firm- Case firm’s product changes, case firm’s inaccurate forecasting
oriented
cost leading to an extra costs (such as express deliveries), case firm’s too
increase
high quality requirements and tolerances, case firm’s material –and
component choices
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4.3.4 Reputation risk
Reputation risk was the fourth risk, which was identified in workshops. Reputation risks was
related to sustainability issues, information leakages as well as juridical issues from the
supplier side and the issues were considered as having a wide impact on the case firm’s
reputation. Loss of the case firm reputation due its suppliers’ actions was connected to
potential loss of the case firm’s sales as well as decreases in the case organisation share
prices.

Reputation risk was divided into three different sub-categories. The sub-categories were
corporate responsibility (such as code-of-conduct neglects, lack of collective agreements,
use of conflict materials, corruption), environmental violations (such as non-compliance
with environmental legislation), and juridical, IT-security and communication risks (such as
lack of confidential information management, plagiarism). The sub-categories and risk
triggers of reputation risk are listed in Table 13.

Table 13 Identified sub-categories and the triggers for reputation risk

Sub-category
Supplier’s corporate
responsibility issues

Supplier’s
environmental
violations

Supplier’s juridical,
IT-safety
and
communication issues

Reputation Risk
Risk triggers
Supplier’s code-of-conduct neglects, supplier’s use of child- or
slave labour, supplier’s lack or ignorance of collective
agreements, supplier’s sourcing from high risk countries,
supplier’s discrimination, supplier’s corruption, supplier’s
criminality, supplier’s use of conflict materials
Supplier’s non-compliance with environmental legislation,
supplier’s lack of environmental risk awareness, supplier’s lack
of environmental risk mitigation plan, supplier’s self-caused
environmental damage (such as chemical leaking to the
environment), supplier’s lack of action- and continuity plan after
environmental damage
Supplier’s lack of disclosure agreements, supplier’s plagiarism,
supplier’s breach of contract (for example supplier sells directly
to end customers), supplier’s misuse of case firm’ s brand,
supplier’s lack of corporate-level rules and instruction (for
example use of social media, IT-security), supplier’s lack of
physical IT-security (for example lack of controlled access inside
the company or its systems)
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4.3.5 Relationship risk
Relationship risk between supplier and buyer was the fifth risk for the supply. The
relationship risk was considered having impacts to material availability and material cost.
Relationship risk was divided to power asymmetry between supplier and buyer and to
supplier’s lack of interest to maintain the relationship. Power asymmetry was seen as a risk
for material availability and product costs, because more powerful suppliers could pursue
their own interests at the expense of the case firm. Power asymmetry could also be risk in
reverse way so that the case firm can drive smaller suppliers into financial distress and hence
material availability could be interrupted. Supplier’s lack of interest to maintain relationship
was also seen as a risk factor because if the supplier is unwilling to continue the relationship
it can lead to unfavourable price increases or buyer-supplier contractual neglects. The subcategories and risk triggers of relationship risk are listed in Table 14.

Table 14 Identified sub-categories and risk sources for relationship risk

Relationship Risk
Sub-category
Risk triggers
Power asymmetry
Dependency between supplier and customer, supplier’s own
business development bounded to the case firm or reverse,
supplier’s offerings are highly tailored for the case firm, the case
firm has no replacement supplier available, the business
relationship with supplier requires relationship-specific investments
that cannot be use elsewhere
Supplier’s lack of The case firm’s significance for the supplier is low, the case firm is
interest to maintain not preferred customer, supplier does not get any support from the
relationship
customer, buyer-supplier passive communication and limited
information exchange, loss of a key person from the supplier side
4.3.6 Supplier’s strategic management risk
Supplier’s strategic management risk was the sixth risk identified in the workshops. The risk
included supplier’s lacking innovativeness, supplier’s lack of business development, and
supplier’s inability in new product development projects. The strategic management risk was
identified as a risk for the case firm because if supplier in unwilling or incompetence to
innovate, develop its processed and fails in new product development projects it can have
detrimental negative impacts on the case firm. The strategic management risk were seen to
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cause delays and rising costs for the new product development projects and new product
launching phases as well as causing delays in the whole supply network development if one
supplier is lagging behind. The sub-categories and risk triggers of strategic management risk
are listed in Table 15.

Table 15 Identified sub-categories and risk sources for strategic management risk

Sub-category
Supplier’s
lack
of
innovativeness
Supplier’s
lack
of
business development
Supplier’s inability in
new product development
projects

Strategic Management Risk
Risk triggers
Supplier’s innovativeness does not support the case firm’s
business, the supplier does not produce value for the case firm
Supplier’s reluctance to develop, supplier’s lack of resources
to develop, supplier’s poor knowledge of the markets
Supplier’s own project management fails (for example
timing, material purchases, research & development),
supplier is incompetence to manage its supplier network,
supplier does not have adequate capacity or knowledge for
NPD projects

To conclude, the identified supply risks were material availability risk, material quality risk,
material cost risk, reputation risk, relationship risk, as well as supplier’s strategic
management risk. Each of these risks were divided into sub-categories that can explain the
reasons for material availability risk. Moreover, the risk triggers for each sub-category were
identified, and the risk triggers work as early warning signs for each of the supply risks.
Next, the identified vulnerability factors are examined.

4.4.

The factors increasing vulnerability to supply risks

In this section, the identified vulnerability factors are presented. The findings were found
from the group interview with the case firm’s supply chain management team. Moreover,
observations of the supply vulnerability factors found from the three interviews of other
Finnish manufacturers are reflected in this section. The identified factors that increased
vulnerability to supply risks where lack of flexibility, high product customisation and –
variation, high dependency on suppliers, and lack of systematic processes in risk
management and inaccuracies in measuring supplier performance. Next, these identified
vulnerability factors are examined in more detail.
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4.4.1 Lack of flexibility in the supply chain
Lack of flexibility was seen as a significant vulnerability factor in the case firm because it
can lead to an inability to meet the customer demand in volatile markets. Lack of flexibility
was caused by missing agility and ability to adapt to a new changed situation both within the
case firm and within its supply network. From the supply network perspective, the lack of
flexibility was evident in adapting production to the changing demand.

Missing slack in operations was seen to increase cost in the chain due to reactive actions, for
instance, to avoid material shortages and delays in deliveries. It was seen that the rising costs
could eventually weaken the financial situation of the company and lead to the inability to
meet shareholders expectations. Lack of flexibility was also evident in other interviewed
firms.

4.4.2 High product customisation and high product variation
High product customisation and high product variation were also factors that were seen to
increase vulnerability to supply risks. The case firm used a lot of materials and components
that were tailored for each machine model, and much standardisation was not made. When
the case firm had many different product models predicting the sales was seen challenging
because the customer demand was volatile. Moreover, a large number of different models
caused challenges for forecasting the material needs because each machine model used
various components.

From the material availability perspective, customer orders were locked three months before
machines were planned to assemble, which caused material availability challenges.
Especially availability of materials was considered challenging in non-standard parts. The
period to order materials and receive them was quite short, and if the given forecast were not
accurate, there were challenges to get materials in time. In the other interviewed firms, high
product customisation and -variation, were not seen as challenging as in the case firm due to
use of bulk materials and standardised products.
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4.4.3 High dependency on suppliers
High dependency on suppliers was also one of the identified vulnerability factors in the case
firm’s supply chain. High dependency on suppliers was evident due to external integration
and lack of alternative suppliers. Moreover, high dependency on suppliers due to lack of
alternative supplier in some materials was also significant in the interviewed food industry
manufacturer’s supply chain. The case firm had strongly increased the external integration
and cooperation, which has increased visibility in the chain and joint working in NPD
projects. However, concurrently the integration had led to the situation that the case firm
was dependent on single suppliers in the chain. The suppliers had become difficult to replace
due to far advanced joint systems, projects, and products.

Moreover, the case firm did not actively validate new alternative suppliers. Even though a
prospective supplier would have been found, the process might not necessarily go further.
However, relying on the existing suppliers could lead to a situation that more capable and
innovative suppliers remain undiscovered. Hence, relying on single-sourcing policy without
replacement suppliers readily available could cause serious issues. For example, delays at
one supplier or supplier’s faulty material could stop the production line for a long time.

4.4.4 Lack of systematic risk management processes and inaccuracies measuring
supplier performance
Lack of systematic risk management processes and inaccuracies measuring supplier
performance were seen to increase vulnerability to supply risks. It was seen in the case firm
that without reliable data or processes to evaluate suppliers, the early warning signs in supply
were challenging to identify. Furthermore, the lack of supporting systems in supplier
management was seen problematic in other interviewed Finnish manufacturing firms as well.
The case firm experienced that there was uncertainty about suppliers abilities to respond to
demand fluctuations and adjust their operations. Moreover, the case firm experienced that
there was uncertainty about suppliers competence to produce sufficient material quality in a
cost-effective way and uncertainty about suppliers competence in new product development
projects. In some cases, there was also uncertainty about suppliers’ intentions to cooperate
and allocate their production to the case firm.
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The uncertainty was present because the case firm did not have well-established methods to
measure the performance of suppliers, and hence, there was uncertainty about suppliers’
actual performance. Hence, adverse events were potential to materialise if they were neither
identified or assessed. Moreover, without reliable data or processes, the traceability of risks
was missing. Therefore, when risk management was rather reactive than proactive, risks
were only responded to when they threaten the supply. Hence, the case firm was vulnerable
to supply risks because it could not react to risks before the risks started to materialise.

To conclude, the most significant vulnerability factors were lack of flexibility, high product
customisation and variation due to volatile markets and lack of standardisation, high
dependency on suppliers due to single sourcing, and lack of systematic risk management
processes and inaccuracies in supplier performance measuring. However, some differences
between the case firm and the other interviewed manufacturers regarding the vulnerability
factors were found. Next, the strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability are examined.

4.5.

Strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability to supply risks

In this section, the identified strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability are presented.
The strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability were collected from the case firm
interviews and from the interviews of three other manufacturers. The identified strategies
and methods were use of alternative suppliers, systematic supply management processes and
accurate supplier scorecards, and collaboration between buyer and supplier. Next, these
strategies and methods are examined further.

4.5.1 Use of alternative suppliers
Use of alternative suppliers was seen as a strategy to reduce vulnerability to supply risks.
According to manufacturers X, Y and Z, multiple sourcing was seen as the most important
strategy to decrease supply vulnerability. According to food manufacturer Z at least two
sources for each purchased products were seen essential and thereby manufacturer Z
constantly sourced alternative suppliers for the single sourced products. Manufacturer X
bought similar products from three to five suppliers so that the material availability was
secured. In the case firm, multiple sourcing was seen challenging due to inter alia
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manageability of product structures and supplier validation process but however, the need
for dual sourcing to ensure material availability was recognised.

4.5.2 Systematic supply management processes and accurate supplier scorecards
Systematic supply management processes and accurate supplier scorecards were seen to
reduce vulnerability to supply risks according to the case firm as well as the interviewed
manufacturers X,Y, and Z. Systematic processes and accurate supplier scorecards and
accurate were seen important to identify early warning signs, proactively manage suppliers
and supply risks, and monitor poorly performing suppliers.

Moreover, according to the manufacturer Z, data collected from supplier audits should be
systematically saved and utilised, and hence, the development of suppliers could be better
monitored. Also from the case firm’s perspective it would be important to document all
information collected from suppliers in order to monitor the situation. The manufacturer Z
emphasised that supplier management portal, which contains the essential key figures and
performance metrics was considered necessary for the supplier monitoring.

4.5.3 Collaboration between buyer and supplier
Collaboration between buyer and supplier was seen important in the case firm to reduce
vulnerability to supply risks. The case firm shared information with its suppliers very openly
and hence, even difficult issues could be resolved by discussing. According to the case firm,
collaboration was important to increase visibility and flexibility in the chain, especially when
the forecasting was difficult due to the demand fluctuations and the material availability was
dependent on the supply network.

Moreover, close relationships helped the case firm in supplier development because areas of
improvement could be discussed in a constructive way. According to the case firm when
buyer-supplier relationship is close, words of buyer have more weight. Furthermore,
manufacturer Z had yearly meetings with suppliers to manage the relationship and it was
seen as a way to improve the business relationship and strengthen the buyer position.
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4.5.4 Buffer stocks, regular stock monitoring and category management
Buffer stocks were seen to reduce vulnerability, especially in case of material availability
according to the manufacturer X. Even there would be some disruptions in the availability
of the purchased materials, buffer stocks were usually designed so that momentary
disruptions in supply would not cause problems in the production line according to the
manufacturers X and Z. According to manufacturer Z, some raw materials were under
stricter monitoring than some other materials with better availability. Moreover, the
manufacturer Z followed some vendor-managed inventories (VMI) very strictly. According
to manufacturer Y, product category management helped with risk management. Due to a
large number of products to buy, the category management was seen as a necessity to manage
a large number of suppliers and products according to both manufacturers Y and Z.
Therefore, the most critical products were in more critical control than the less critical
products.

To conclude, the strategies and methods to reduce vulnerability were the use of alternative
suppliers, systematic supply management processes and accurate supplier scorecards,
collaboration between buyer and supplier, and buffer stocks, regular stock monitoring and
category management. However, some differences between the case firm and other
interviewed manufacturers were found. The case firm emphasised the importance of buyersupplier collaboration while other manufacturers advocated the use of alternative suppliers.
Next, the prerequisites of supplier involvement in supply risk management process will be
examined.

4.6. Prerequisites for supplier involvement in supply RM process:
preferred business partner, continuity of the relationship,
communication, and regular purchases
In the third workshop held in the case firm the prerequisites for supplier involvement in
supply risk management process were discussed. Furthermore, interviews with suppliers
were also used to examine what in what kind of supplier-buyer relationships the supplier
involvement in supply risk management could be used. Supplier involvement in supply risk
management process was not in use in any of the interviewed manufacturers but according
to each of the interviewed manufacturers, the supplier involvement could work in long-term
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buyer-supplier relationships. The identified prerequisites for supplier involvement found
from the workshop and supplier interviews were preferred business partner status,
expectation of the continuity of the relationship, open and active communication, and regular
purchases from the supplier. Next, the identified prerequisites are examined further.

4.6.1 Preferred business partner status
Preferred business partner status was seen important for the success of supplier involvement
in supply risk management process from the perspective of both the case firm as well as the
interviewed suppliers. According to the discussions held in the third workshop, the
relationship between supplier and the case firm should be so close that the supplier does not
feel threatened when attending to the case firm’s supply risk analysis. From the supplier side,
according to supplier D, the relationship should be on a level that suppliers could dare openly
reveal their real situation to the case firm.

Furthermore, trust towards the case firm was seen as an important element according to
supplier D. Hence, according to the case firm, it was seen that a prerequisite for supplier
involvement could be partnership in some level. In turn, the discussion in the fourth
workshop brought up a perspective that supplier involvement could also work with suppliers
that are not yet on the partnership level but the buyer-supplier relationship is otherwise
potential. For this type of nearly partnership relations, supplier involvement could deepen
the relationship if it would be done with low threshold.

4.6.2 Expectation of the continuity of the relationship
Secondly, expectation of the continuity of the relationship was seen important for the success
of supplier involvement in risk analysis from the interviewed supplier’s and the case firm’s
perspective. According to the discussion held in the third workshop in the case firm, both
parties should have a common direction and willingness to do business together. Therefore,
according to the case firm, it would not be reasonable to involve such suppliers with who
there is no potential to deepen the relationship or who are likely to be replaced in the future.

Hence, it was discussed in the workshop that in case of non-strategic suppliers supply risk
analysis would be reasonable to be filled only from the buyer perspective. According to
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supplier E, supplier confidence about the continuity of relationship would be important for
the reason that the supplier’s dares to be honest about their own risk factors that can increase
the case firm supply risks without the fear of being instantly replaced. Moreover, according
to the case firm, involvement of suppliers in supply risk management process should be done
with suppliers with who the business relationship is well established and whose operations
are predictable for the future.

4.6.3 Open and active mutual communication
Thirdly, open and active mutual communication was considered as a prerequisite for the
supplier involvement in risk analysis according to the interviewed suppliers and the case
firm. It was seen in the case firm that supplier involvement in risk analysis could work at
best in the business relationships where communication is constant and active. Moreover,
according to the case firm, open and active communication was important element to
increase trust in the buyer-supplier relationship.

Moreover, it was seen in the case firm that the fluent cooperation between key personnel
from the supplier and buyer side would present an important role when the idea of supplier
involvement in risk management process would be presented to suppliers. Furthermore, in
the workshop it was discussed that the case firm should carefully adjust and justify why
supplier involvement in the case firm’s supply risk management process could be beneficial
for both exchange parties.

4.6.4 Regular purchases from the supplier
Regular purchases from the supplier was considered as fourth prerequisite for supplier
involvement in supply risk management process. Even though the size of a supplier was not
seen a limiting factor for supplier involvement in risk management process, however the
regularity of purchases was seen as an important prerequisite for supplier involvement
according to the workshop held in the case firm. Hence, it was seen in the case firm that the
suppliers from who the case firm rarely buy should be excluded from the risk management
process because this type of suppliers do not represent the greatest risk and hence, the
resources and time might not be reasonable to use for this type of suppliers.
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Hence, it can be concluded that supplier involvement in supply risk management process
could better work with suppliers who are strategic long-term suppliers, with who the
communication is fluent and constant, and from who materials and components are
purchased in regular basis. Therefore, the founded prerequisites were preferred customer
status, expectation of the continuity of the relationship, open and active communication, and
regular purchases from the supplier. Next, the opportunities of supplier involvement in
supply risk management process are be examined.

4.7. Opportunities of supplier involvement in supply risk management
process: increased transparency and proactivity, mutual learning and
collaboration
In the third workshop held in the case firm the opportunities of supplier involvement were
discussed. Altogether ten persons from the case firm’s purchasing and supply management
department participated into the workshop. Five of the participants were the case firm’s
strategic purchasers and the rest five where inter alia the purchasing manager as well as
members of the supplier quality and development team. Moreover, five tier one suppliers of
the case firm were interviewed in order to get a two-sided understanding of the studied
subject. The discussion in the case firm as well as the interviews with the case organisation’s
suppliers revealed that supplier involvement in risk management process was seen as
opportunity to improve visibility and proactivity in the chain through collaboration, increase
understanding about risks, and improve buyer-supplier relationship and supplier
development. Next, these opportunities are examined further.

4.7.1 Increased transparency in the supply chain
Increased transparency in the supply chain was seen as significant opportunity of supplier
involvement in risk management process from both case firm perspective as well as from
the perspective of the interviewed suppliers. It was considered in the workshop that
involvement of suppliers could provide such information about their situation and markets
that would be otherwise difficult to observe. Supply chain transparency was determined in
the case firm’s workshop as better understanding the suppliers operations and processes as
well as better understanding of the possible risks that can threat the case firm’s supply.
According to the interviewed supplier D, the same ideology works the other way around so
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that involving suppliers in risk management process could help to understand the case firm’s
needs and processes better and help to understand how the suppliers can be sources of supply
risks, and what should be done differently to reduce risks.

Moreover, according to the Supplier E, supplier involvement in risk management process
could make the whole supply network more visible if the main risks from each supplier
would be identified and hence, the overall picture of most severe risks from the supply
network could be identified. Furthermore, it was emphasised in the case firm’s workshop
that a failure in one supplier could cause disruptions to the whole supply network if
production in the case firm would stop due to missing material from this supplier and the
case firm need to delay other suppliers’ orders. Therefore, disruption free supply chain would
be beneficial for each supplier in the supply network.

4.7.2 Increased proactivity in the supply chain
Increased proactivity in the supply chain was seen as another significant opportunity of the
supplier involvement in risk management process. From the case firm’s view, supplier
involvement in supply risk analysis was seen as opportunity to identify early warning signs
from supplier’s processes, operations and customer demand. Thereby, supplier involvement
could increase proactivity in risk management if these risks could be identified and managed
before they actually materialise.

Although the information exchange in supplier-buyer relationships were open and extensive
in the case firm, it was seen that supply risks are still identified too late in the case firm and,
therefore, these risks were difficult manage. It was seen in the case firm that if the early
warning signs could be identified together well in advance, management actions for the
identified risks could be implemented .and hence it could be possible to protect the case
firm’s supply better from these risks. Moreover, according to supplier A, supplier
involvement could make suppliers to identify their own risks and proactively develop their
operations before the risks materialise.
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4.7.3 Better understanding of external risks and changes in markets
Better understanding of external risks and changes in markets were considered also
significant opportunity of involving suppliers in risk analysis. The case firm operates only
in one industry sector and hence, it only sees direct customer demand changes in its own
markets. According to supplier C, involving suppliers in risk analysis could provide
information about the development of other markets where the supplier has other customers,
and thereby enables to identify early warning signs in demand and hence identify possible
risks for material availability. For instance, if demand in automotive industry increases
rapidly, the large car manufacturers have priority to some materials due their power
advantage and although the case firm would be the preferred customer it does not necessarily
help for material availability if the material availability stops in tier 2+ suppliers.

Moreover, it was discussed in the workshop that some human-made and natural-made risks
are not identified as risks for the supply chain before they actually materialise. Hence
identifying these types of risks from external environment together with the suppliers could
awaken the suppliers to make continuity plans for such risks that cannot be prevented to
occur. Therefore, join risk management process could serve the benefits of both the suppliers
and the case firm.

4.7.4 Deeper collaboration and stronger buyer-supplier relationship
Deeper collaboration and stronger buyer-supplier relationship were seen other important
opportunities of supplier involvement in supply risk management process. In the case
organisation, collaboration with some supplier was already in a high level especially with
the strategic suppliers in some cases, such as in product development projects. However, the
case firm still recognised that collaboration in the supply chain could be improved.
Supplier involvement in risk management from the case firm’s perspective was seen as an
opportunity to deepen the relationships with the strategic suppliers because it would require
a truly open information exchange between both partners and this could not be done without
trust to other party. Therefore, if the important information about risks would be shared
openly, it would further deepen the relationship. From the supplier perspective according to
supplier E, involvement of suppliers in risk management would increase suppliers’ assurance
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that the business relationship with the case firm would continue and hence, it could mitigate
the fears about replacing the supplier and therefore suppliers could more willingly share
information about their true situation.

4.7.5 Supplier development
Improved supplier development was one of the important opportunities according to the
discussion taken place in the workshop as well as found from the interviews with suppliers.
In the workshop, it was seen that supplier involvement in supply risk management process
was especially beneficial for the small businesses because in this type of firms risks that can
threat the supply chain are not identified, assessed, or managed comprehensively. From the
supplier B perspective, supplier involvement in the customer’s risk analysis could awaken
the suppliers to improve their own processes and operations because every supplier normally
want to present themselves in the possible light, and hence highlighting the risk factors from
the supplier side could cause pressure to improve their operations.

The pressure to improve operations and develop was also significant benefit of supplier
involvement according to supplier A, supplier D, and supplier E. Moreover, according to
supplier D, involvement of suppliers in the case firm’s supply risk management process
could develop the whole supply network if the best practices to manage risks would be
shared in the whole supply network. Hence, supplier involvement could work as an incentive
for suppliers to develop their own business.

4.7.6 Mutual learning and continuous improvement
Mutual learning and continuous improvement were also seen as opportunities of supplier
involvement in risk management process. One of the aspects found from the workshop was
that the case firm could increase supply risks through its own actions such as giving
inaccurate forecasts of its material needs or require such materials supplier’s to be used that
can cause challenges to purchased product manufacturability. If these risks would be
identified and assessed together, the case firm could also recognise the weak points in its
own operations and hence, reduce risks from its part. In addition, supplier C emphasised that
not all risks from the supply-side were directly caused by suppliers and hence, joint risk
management process could serve better interests of both parties if these types of risks could
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be identified together. For example, drastic changes in the market situation can have serious
impacts on both parties and hence analysing these risks jointly could improve robustness and
resiliency in the whole chain.

Hence, it can be concluded that supplier involvement were seen to have many opportunities
for the case firm, for its direct suppliers as well as for the whole supply network. The most
significant opportunities were increased transparency and proactivity in the supply chain,
better understanding of external risks and changes in the market, deeper collaboration and
stronger supplier-buyer relationship, supplier development, and mutual learning and
continuous improvement. However, besides the found opportunities some challenges of
supplier involvement in supply risk management process were found. Next, these challenges
are examined further.

4.8. Challenges of supplier involvement in risk management process:
information reliability and information misuse
In addition to the previously introduced opportunities, also challenges of supplier
involvement in risk management process were discussed in the third workshop held in the
case firm. Moreover, five tier one suppliers of the case firm were interviewed in order to
find the possible challenges of supplier involvement. The discussion in the case firm as well
as the interviews with suppliers brought up two significant challenges of supplier
involvement. These challenges were information reliability and information misuse. Next,
the challenges found from the workshop and the interviews are examined in more detail.

4.8.1 Information reliability
Information reliability was seen as a challenge for the supplier involvement in risk analysis
especially from the case firm’s point of view. According to the discussion held in the
workshop it was seen likely that some suppliers would embellish their real situation and
hence, they would try to make the risks coming from their side look less severe. Moreover,
being honest about the real situation and the risks would not necessarily serve the suppliers’
own good. Thus, according to supplier A, there could be a possibility that suppliers are not
willing to answer honestly, because there is a possibility that by doing so could weaken their
position or lead to replacing the supplier. According to the discussion in the workshop,
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embellishment could be possible if the supplier would be asked to give subjective estimates
(based on evaluators’ feelings that an event can happen with a certain probability and has a
certain impact) about risk probabilities or impacts because in this type of evaluations could
have tendency to steer into direction the evaluator wants.

However, suppliers D and E strongly emphasised that the relationship with the case firm was
based on the mutual trust and continuity of the relationship, and hence it would dispel the
fear of revealing the real situation to the case firm. Moreover, according to supplier A it
would be a win-win situation if disruptions in the case firm’s supply could be mitigated
because a well functioning supply network is in everyone’s interest. Furthermore, the case
organisation pointed that the relationships with certain strategic suppliers are based on the
long-term cooperation and deep knowledge of counterparty, which reduces intentional
misrepresentation due to fear of being caught that could lead to the buyer’s loss of trust.

4.8.2 Information misuse
Information misuse was the second challenge that was found from the workshop held in the
case firm as well as from the interviews with suppliers. According to the discussion that took
place in the workshop, suppliers could experience that analysing the case firm’s supply risks
that could derive from the supplier’s operations could weaken the supplier’s position in the
buyer-supplier relationship if the case firm would misuse the information using it as an asset
in negotiations. Moreover, this could weaken the business relationship if the case firm would
abuse its position.

According to supplier D, one the challenge of supplier involvement could be that the case
firm require the suppliers to mitigate all identified risk sources as soon as possible as the
suppliers have shared information about their risks and if it would not be possible the case
firm could threaten to replace the supplier. Therefore, supplier D emphasised that the case
firm should carefully initialise the purpose of the supplier involvement so that the
suspiciousness towards it would disappear. Moreover, it was discussed in the workshop that
the primary idea of the supplier involvement in risk management process would not be rank
the worst suppliers and then replace them but rather find ways to collectively reduce risks in
the supply network while deepening the cooperation.
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To conclude, the identified challenges of supplier involvement in risk management were
information reliability and information misuse. Information reliability was seen challenging,
mainly so that suppliers either intentionally or unintentionally give misleading information
about their real situation. However, challenges related to information reliability were seen
to be lower in buyer-supplier relationships where mutual trust and continuity of the
relationship is present. The second challenge of supplier involvement was information
misuse. The buying firm could use the information offered by suppliers as an asset in
negotiations, and hence, the buying firm could abuse its power against the suppliers. The
abuse of information could weaken the buyer-supplier relationship and hence hamper the
suppliers' willingness to cooperate and participate in the joint risk management process.
Next, the proposal of the risk management methodology and supplier involvement is
presented.

4.9. Proposal of the supplier involvement in risk management process
and the suggested risk management methodology
In this section, the proposal of the supplier involvement and the risk management
methodology is presented. The proposal is based on the discussions held in the workshops
as well as based on the ideas suggested by the interviewed suppliers. Moreover, the
researcher’s interpretation of the studied subject is used in this section.

4.9.1 Requirements for the methodology and proposed supplier involvement
It was found from the discussions in the case firm and interviews with suppliers that the most
important criteria for the methodology that involves suppliers was that the methodology
should be unambiguous and easy to use. Moreover, the methodology should be still
sufficiently comprehensive to give indicates of the most severe risks that could threat the
supply. Furthermore, it was considered important that the methodology would have
capabilities to monitor the risk evolvement. From the supplier perspective it was seen
important that the methodology would offer possibility for suppliers to express their own
point of view about the risks.

According to the case firm, the supply risk management methodology should be supplier
specific. Moreover, part-specific methodology was also discussed in the case firm but it was
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considered that a part-specific methodology would become laborious due to large amount of
critical materials and components. Due the purchasing strategy of the case firm several
similar parts that belonged to the same product group were purchased from one supplier and
hence, all these parts were critical for the final product.

Supplier involvement in risk management process was seen most beneficial if the strategic
suppliers would be involved in the risk analysis process so that they would analyse the risks
in their own supply chain, which can occur as supply risk to the case firm. The interviewed
suppliers advocated the case firm’s proposal of the supplier involvement. Moreover, in the
case firm it was seen that once the risk sources would be known, the case firm and the
involved suppliers could together implement risk management actions to reduce the most
severe risks.

However, it was also discussed that not every supply risk should be analysed from the
supplier perspective. So called strategic risks, such as buyer-supplier relationship or the
supplier’s incompetence to innovate or develop the business should be only analysed by the
case firm. Hence, it was considered that supplier involvement could be used to analyse risks
that could lead to disruptions in supply as well as risks related to external factors, which are
out of the case firm’s or its suppliers control.

4.9.2 Proposed design of the methodology
When the proposed design was considered that, the previous supply risk categorisation
presented in earlier in this study should be re-structured because some risks should be only
analysed by the case firm. Hence, the researcher proposes that the risks could be analysed in
three different sections. First, the case firm could analyse the strategic risks related to the
supplier, then the supply disruption risks as well as external threats could be analysed
together with the supplier. The researcher proposes that each of these sections could contain
statements, which could be analysed using the probability times impact matrix proposed by
Hallikas et al. (2004)182.
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See Hallikas et al. (2004), p.53
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Moreover, the researcher proposes that in addition to the probability times impact matrix, in
case of the external suppliers it would be beneficial rate in what level the risk management
currently is depending on the risk. Moreover, since numerical evaluation of risks can be
sometimes inaccurate if the risk has not been materialised before or there is no relevant data
available to evaluate risk probabilities or impacts, adding a current risk management to the
analysis could work as an indicate what risks could need some attention. The researcher
proposes that current risk management could be evaluated using a scale from A to C. Letter
A could mean that the possibility of risk have been identified and management strategies are
implemented. Letter B could mean that the possibility of risk has been identified but no
management strategies are implemented. Letter C means that the possibility of risk is not
recognized and the company has no management strategy for the risk.

Moreover, it should be considered that numerical analysis (probability X impact) could work
only as an indicator and should not be the main point in analysis. Hence, the researcher
proposes that if numerical analysis is used, the answers should be discussed afterwards
between the supplier and buyer so that there is a consensus of the significant risks and
possible risk management strategies. The division of the analysed risks are presented in
Table 16.
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Table 16 The division between risk areas to be analysed

Risk category

Areas to be analysed



(Analysed only by the 
purchasing firm)




Strategic risks


Supply disruption risks 

(Supplier involvement 
used in the analysis)




External risks


(Supplier involvement 
used in the analysis)




Buyer-supplier relationship
Supplier’s financial incompetence
Supplier’s lack of business development
Supplier’s operational incompetence
Supplier’s lack of innovativeness and NPD competence
Supplier’s inability to operate in a cost-effective way
Supplier’s reputational threats
Supplier’s IT threats and data security
Supplier’s customer demand changes
Supplier’s capacity issues
Supplier’s quality issues
Supplier’s supply network issues
Supplier’s business strategy issues
Supplier’s personnel issues
Supplier’s IT-system issues
Demand fluctuations in markets
Market development
Environmental regulation changes
Taxation and other legal changes
Political instability
Labour unions
Natural hazards

In the Table 15 the division proposed by the researcher is presented. Strategic risks consist
of inter alia risks related to buyer-supplier relationship, supplier’s lack of business
development and inability to operate in a cost-effective way. These risks are proposed to
analyse by the purchasing firm. Then, supply disruptions consist of inter alia supplier’s
capacity or quality issues. For these disruption risks supplier involvement could be used in
risk analysis. The third risk category is external risks, which consists of human-made
decisions and natural hazards. The researcher proposes that supplier involvement could be
used to analyse these external risks. Next, the conclusions and discussion of the thesis, as
well as future suggestions are provided.
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5.

Conclusions and discussion of the study

In this chapter the research questions of this study are answered, conclusions about the
studied topic are presented, managerial implications as well as theoretical implications will
be examined. Furthermore, limitations and validations of this study are discussed. The
conclusions and discussions are based on the empirical findings from the case study, findings
found from the literature view, as well as the researcher’s interpretation of the studied topic.

The empirical findings of the study were that the identified supply risks in heavy equipment
manufacturing context were material availability risk, material quality risk, material cost
risk, supplier reputation risk, supplier-buyer relationship risks, and supplier strategic
management risk. The factors that cause vulnerability to supply risks can be related to supply
chain design and product design, and well as lack of systematic processes and inaccuracies
to measure suppliers to reduce supply uncertainty. The factors reducing vulnerability were
use of alternative suppliers, systematic supply management processes and accurate supplier
scorecards, collaboration between buyer and supplier, and buffer stocks, regular stock
monitoring and category management.

When supplier involvement in supply risk management process was studied, it was found
that the prerequisites for supplier involvement were preferred business partner status,
expectation of the continuity of the relationship, open and active buyer-supplier
communication, and regular purchases from the supplier. The identified opportunities of
supplier involvement were increased transparency and proactivity in the supply chain, better
understanding of external risks and changes in the market, deeper collaboration and stronger
supplier-buyer relationship, supplier development, and mutual learning and continuous
improvement. The challenges of supplier involvement were information reliability and
information misuse.

The findings offer new insights to supply risk management because the supplier involvement
in supply risk management process has not been studied earlier. Hence, the findings have
showed that the topic could be explored more further also in other organisations due to the
many identified opportunities of supplier involvement for the supply risk management. Next,
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the research questions are answered reflecting from the findings from the empirical study as
well as findings from the literature review.

5.1.

Answering the research questions

The main research problems of this study were that what are the most significant supply risks
in the heavy equipment industry and can suppliers be involved in supply risk management
process. Moreover, the study examined what factors in supply chains can increase
vulnerability to supply risks, and what strategies and methods can be used to reduce
vulnerability. This study aimed to gain more profound knowledge about the studied topic
but also found a new perspective on current supply risk management research. The following
research questions are answered based on the findings found from the empirical research and
the literature review of this study.

RQ1: What are the most significant supply risks in heavy equipment manufacturing
context and how these risks can be categorised?

In the case firm, the identified supply risks were divided into six different risk categories
and then each of the six risk categories where then divided into smaller sub-categories based
on sources of risks. The first identified risk was material availability risk, which was divided
into eleven sub-categories. The second identified risk was material quality risk, with eight
sub-categories. The third identified risk was material cost risk, which was divided into three
sub-categories. The fourth identified risk was reputation risk with three sub-categories. The
fifth risk was relationship risk with two sub-categories, and the sixth risk was supplier’s
strategic management risk, which was divided into three sub-categories.

In the case firm, supply risks were identified in the workshops held for the purchasing and
supply management professionals and complemented with expert interviews from the
different departments of the case firm. Both workshops and interviews were applied from
the risk identification methods found from the literature of the supply chain risk management
field. The cross-functional aspect to risk identification was applied from Oguty et al. (2018),
who suggested that cross-functional cooperation in risk management would help to identify
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risk interconnections and root causes, which would not be otherwise considered. 183 The
summary of the supply risks and their sub-categories are found in Table 14.

Table 17 Summary of the identified supply risk and risk sub-categories

The main risk
Material
availability risk

Material quality
risk

Material cost risk

Reputation risk

Relationship risk
Supplier’s strategic
management risk

183

Risk sub-categories
 Changes in supplier’s demand
 Supplier’s or sub-supplier’s capacity restrictions
 Supplier’s financial incompetence
 Supplier’s production plants and systems
 Supplier’s IT-systems and information flow
 Supplier’s personnel and business strategy
 Supplier’s logistics
 Supplier’s unwillingness to deliver
 External threats (human-made decisions and natural hazards)
 Customer’s inaccurate or missing forecasting
 Supplier’s processes and methods
 Supplier’s materials
 Supplier’s personnel
 Supplier’s environment
 Supplier’s measuring
 Supplier’s machinery and equipment
 External threats (human-made decision and natural hazards)
 Customer’s s errors in product design or documentation
 Supplier-oriented cost increase
 Market-oriented cost increase
 Customer-oriented cost increase
 Supplier’s corporate responsibility issues
 Supplier’s environmental violations
 Supplier’s juridical, IT-safety, and communication issues
 Buyer-supplier power asymmetry
 Supplier’s lack of interest to maintain relationship
 Supplier’s lack of innovativeness
 Supplier’s lack of business development
 Supplier’s inability in new product development projects

Oguty et al. (2018), p. 46
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RQ1A: What factors in supply chains can increase vulnerability to supply risks?

The factors that increased vulnerability to supply risks were related to supply chain
characteristics as well as supply uncertainty factors due to lacking processes and scorecards
to measure suppliers. The identified factors were lack of flexibility in the supply chain, high
product variation and –customisation, high dependency on suppliers, and lack of systematic
processes in supply risk management and inaccuracies in measuring supplier performance.
Lack of flexibility was evident so that the supply network or the case firm did not have
capabilities to adapt to demand fluctuations. High dependency on suppliers was evident
especially due to single sourcing, and high-level supplier integration and involvement. The
findings of lacking flexibility and dependency on suppliers support the Wiengarten et al.
(2016) view that when supply chain is not flexible enough and is tightly coupled on single
links in the chain, it cannot tolerate any fluctuations, and thus even small disruptions can
have significant negative impacts on the chain.184

High product variation and product customisation increased supply vulnerability so that
forecasting the real material needs was challenging, and hence, forecasting was often
inaccurate. The findings of the product variation increasing vulnerability support Maurer et
al. (2004) view of how increasing trend towards niche models have set challenges to manage
material flows and forecast the material needs due to large variation of different
components.185 Therefore, it can be concluded that even though offering niche models can
increase the competitive advantage, simultaneously they can increase vulnerability to supply
risks. Hence, product standardisation could facilitate forecasting even if the number of
different models remains the same.

Uncertainty in supply was evident due to lack of systematic processes in supply risk
management and due to inaccuracies in measuring supplier performance. Therefore, what is
not known cannot be controlled. The findings of the lacking processes advocate Schoenherr
et al. (2012) findings of how systematic and comprehensive systems in supply management
are crucial to identify, analyse and manage supply risks.186 Moreover, lacking measures to
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monitor supplier performance evidence the findings of Rindfleisch & Heide (1997), who
pointed that inaccurate information leads to difficulties to monitor the counterparty’s
performance.187 Therefore, it can be concluded that findings of the factors increasing supply
vulnerability are also proven in other researches.

RQ1B: What strategies and methods can be used to reduce vulnerability to supply
risks?

The identified strategies and methods were use of alternative suppliers, systematic supply
management processes and accurate supplier scorecards, collaboration between buyer and
supplier, and buffer stocks, regular stock monitoring and category management. In the case
firm, increasing visibility and flexibility in the supply chain network were considered
important to reduce vulnerability. Similar findings was found from the previous studied as
Hendricks et al. (2009), Speier et al. (2011) as well as Wiengarten et al. (2016), found that
increasing flexibility in the supply chain reduced vulnerability to supply chain risks.188
According to the case firm, visibility in the supply chain could be achieved by crossorganisational collaboration. The view of incerasing visibility by collaboration supports the
findings from Jüttner & Maklan (2011) who found that collaboration increased supply chain
resiliency.189

In the three interviewed manufacturing firms, one of the most important method to reduce
supply vulnerability was the use of alternative suppliers. The finding of the use of alternative
supplier advocate the findings of Brusset & Teller (2017), that flexibility in the supply chain
can be achieved by having pool of alternative suppliers.190 However, changing the supply
strategy from single sourcing to multiple sourcing was experienced challenging in the case
firm due to lack of resource and due to potential loss of volume benefits.
Furthermore, an important method to reduce supply uncertainty from the case firm’s
perspective was a systematic risk management process as well as supplier monitoring with
accurate performance indicators. Moreover, the need for systematic risk management
187
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process was considered important in other interviewed firms also. In the case firm a
systematic risk management process were seen to useful to identify early warning signs that
can threat the supply and help to monitor the development of the most severe supply risks.
These emprical findings support Hoffman et al. (2013) findings that mature supply risk
management processes have positive influence on supply risk management performance and
hence, developing mature and cross-functionally implemented supply risk management
capabilities and procedures play important role for risk management success. 191 Hence, it
can be concluded that also the founded strategies and methods support the previous findings
from the literature.

RQ2: What are the prerequisites of supplier involvement in supply risk management
process and what are the opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement?

The identified prerequisites were preferred business partner status, expectation of the
continuity of the relationship, open and active mutual communication, and regular purchases
from the supplier. Hence, it can be concluded that the buyer-supplier relationship should be
on a level that supplier does not fear threatened even if the supplier would be required to
reveal such information about the supplier operations that would decrease the suppliers
position in relation to the buying organisation. Furthermore, expectation of the continuity of
relationship was important prerequisite for supplier involvement because it lowers the
suppliers’ fear of being replaced even though involvement to customer’s supply risk
management process could reveal risk factors from the supplier side. Moreover, open and
active mutual buyer-supplier communication was seen as prerequisite for supplier
involvement, because when the counterpart is already well known and even difficult issues
can be discussed together, it lowers the suppliers’ threshold to participate on the buyers
supply risk management process. Finally, regular purchases from the supplier was seen as
important prerequisite of supplier involvement, because if the buyer has strong customer
position it can require the supplier to participate and on the other hand for this type of
customers risk management process the supplier is more likely willing to participate.
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The identified opportunities of supplier involvement were increased transparency in the
supply chain, increased proactivity in the supply chain, better understanding of external risks
and changes in markets, deeper collaboration and stronger buyer-supplier relationship,
improved supplier development, and mutual learning and continuous improvement. The
findings have showed that supplier involvement could have potential especially in the
context where supplier-buyer relationship is on a partnership level or the business
relationship is otherwise prospective and it is expected to continue in the future. Moreover,
supplier involvement could be beneficial for the whole supply network because the best
practices in field of risk management could be shared in the network. Furthermore, supplier
involvement was seen as an incentive for suppliers to develop their own operations and this
way reduce risks in their own supply chain that could occur as supply risks at the customer
end. According to Chen et al. (2016) high-level information sharing and knowledge sharing
increases trust and commitment in the buyer-supplier relationship, and therefore improves
supply risk mitigation.192 Moreover, Hallikas & Lintukangas (2016) found that supplier
orientation improves supply risk management.193 Thereby, the findings from previous
researches advocate that supplier involvement could be beneficial to reduce supply risks
even though the previous studies did not study the supplier involvement in the customer’s
risk management process itself.

In addition to the opportunities also some challenges were found in supplier involvement in
supply risk management process. The identified challenges were information reliability and
information misuse. Information reliability was seen as the challenge of the supplier
involvement either so that the supplier intentionally or unintentionally gives estimates that
are not based on real situation. False information could be due to supplier fear of being
replaced or due to supplier’s weak ability to identify or evaluate risks. Rindfleisch & Heide
(1997) stated that information asymmetry and inaccurate information leads to difficulties to
monitor the exchange partners performance.194 Thus, it can be concluded that false
information can lead the counterparty to make wrong conclusions and supplier involvement
do not necessarily improve the risk management process in every case. The other challenge,
information misuse, was due to misunderstanding the purpose of joint risk management
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process, and instead of managing risks together and making the supply network more robust
and resilient the buying organisation could use the information offered by supplier as an
asset in negotiations against the supplier. The misuse of information could eventually
weaken the buyer-supplier relationship.

Hence, it can be concluded that involving suppliers in the supply risk management process
could have many benefits, but also there were some challenges in supplier involvement too.
However, supplier involvement could give a double-side perspective of the risks, and hence,
it could help the buying organisation to understand the supplier’s processes and operations
better. Moreover, considering the fact that business relationships are eventually based on the
interaction between people, the supplier involvement could have the potential to deepen the
buyer-supplier relationship thus and make the operations more visible. Moreover, as no
previous literature on the subject was found the findings of supplier involvement in supply
risk management process were difficult to reflect on previous studies. Therefore, there is still
a research gap in supply risk management studies regarding the supplier involvement in the
process.

5.2.

Managerial implications

From the managerial perspective it can be found that finding alternative supply sources as
well as developing mature and systematic risk management processes have the greatest
potential to mitigate vulnerability to supply risks. Moreover, close relationship with
suppliers as well as supplier integration could be beneficial to reduce supply vulnerability,
especially in the organisations where the supply chain is dependent on the single links. It
was found that the risk management process that includes cross-organisational collaboration
can have positive benefits to reduce vulnerability in the supply chain, especially by
mitigating uncertainty factors in supply, and hence, reducing supply risks. Moreover,
supplier involvement in the risk management process could help to identify and evaluate
risks that would not have been otherwise recognised. Furthermore, supplier involvement in
the risk management process could have the potential to improve the whole supply network
if the best practices to manage risks in the supply chain could be shared with the supply
network.
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However, it was also identified that supplier involvement might not work in every
organisation, especially if the relationships with the tier one suppliers are not close and are
not expected to continue. It can be assumed that supplier involvement could work in the
organisations where the buyer-supplier relationship is taken to the partnership level or the
business relationship is otherwise promising and expected to continue. The identified
opportunities for supplier involvement refer that supplier involvement in the risk
management process has the potential to deepen the buyer-supplier relationship and increase
visibility and proactivity in the chain.

On the other hand, the challenges of supplier involvement were information reliability and
information misuse, which refer that if the supplier involvement is used, the identified risks
could work only as indicators to where the risk management actions could be allocated.
Moreover, buyer-supplier communication and discussions were seen important to reduce
misunderstanding about the purpose of the supplier involvement in the risk management
process as well as give suppliers opportunity to tell their point of view about the supply risks.
Hence, it can be concluded that supplier involvement could be beneficial depending on the
sourcing strategy and buyer-supplier relationships of a firm.

5.3.

Limitations, validity and further research

The identified vulnerability factors and supply risks were mainly identified in a single case
study even though the findings from the other three Finnish manufacturers were reflected in
this study. Moreover, even though the other organisations were also used in this study, every
interviewed company was a bit different considering the supply base, manufacturing strategy
and purchased products. The results of the study could have been more reliable if several
similar companies with similar supply chain design and supply strategy had been used.
Hence, due to small and variable sampling size, the identified vulnerability factors and
supply risks are not necessarily generalizable to all manufacturing companies but represent
a specific set of samples from specific industries.

The identified prerequisites, opportunities and challenges of supplier involvement were
found from the workshop held in the case firm as well as from the interviews with the case
firm suppliers. It should be considered that the interviewed suppliers were all long-term
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Finnish partners of the case firm with shared histories and hence, there might have been
biases in the given answers regarding the prerequisites, opportunities and challenges. If the
interviewed suppliers would have been less close with the case firm or international suppliers
would have been used, the answers could have been different.

Moreover, considering the supply strategy and supplier relationships of the case firm, it can
be concluded that the supplier involvement could work in similar types of organisations but
might not be applicable in organisations was the purchasing strategy is different, and the
supplier relationships are more distant. Hence, it can be concluded in the light of this study
that the functionality of supplier involvement is supply strategy dependent. Moreover, the
studied case firm only operates in one industry field, which means that the results are not
necessarily applicable to other industries. Furthermore, it should be taken into consideration
that all participants of the study were Finnish, and hence, the results could vary if the
sampling would have included, for instance, participants from different countries.

Considering the used research methods, it can be stated that interviews and workshops are
well applicable to qualitative study because they allow studying the phenomena more indepth. However, it is possible especially regarding the workshops that only some opinions
are emphasised and others are left unnoticed if the participant is not active enough.
Moreover, the same thing is identifiable in the group interviews. Thus, it can be stated that
some critical issues regarding the studied topic may have been left out due to settings of
interviews and workshops. Hence, it can be noted that individual interviews could have
brought some new perspectives, which were not found from the workshops or group
interviews.

Furthermore, it can be concluded that to get a broader understanding of the topic, more
research about supplier involvement in supply risks management process should be
conducted. The previous studies from the supply risk management field do not consider
supplier involvement in the customers' supply risk management process. However, this
research has shown that supplier involvement could be beneficial, especially for
organisations who have long-term relationships with strategic suppliers. Hence, there is still
a gap in the literature about supplier involvement in supply risk management process.
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Further research could focus on studying what are the achieved benefits after the
implementation of supplier involvement in supply risk management process and how the
buyer-supplier relationship has been evolved after the process. Moreover, further research
could focus on studying how risks can be managed together and what strategies can be used
in joint risk management processes.
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List of Appendices

Appendix 1: The interview questions for the purchasing manager of the case firm

(Original questions were asked in Finnish)


Could you describe the case firm in general, the procurement organisation and the
purchasing strategy?



How many suppliers you have in this firm?



How are supply risks currently managed in this firm?



What methods or systems the firm has for risk management process?



Who is responsible for managing and monitoring supply risks in the firm?



How are suppliers currently involved in the firm’s operations?



How would you describe current supplier relationships with the firm’s suppliers?
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Appendix 2: The group interview with the supply chain management team

(Original questions were asked in Finnish)


What are the biggest challenges in the firm’s supply chain at the moment?



What kind of issues can these challenges cause if they materialise?



What the most significant vulnerability factors in the firm’s supply chain at the
moment?



What kind of problems these vulnerability factors cause in the supply chain?



What are the most significant risks in the supply chain at the moment?



What kind of problems can these risks cause if they materialise?



What is the importance of tier 1 suppliers for the firm’s supply chain?



What problems occur in the firm if there are disruptions in the inbound supply?



How are risks in supply chain and supply identified and assessed at the moment?



What kind of information is collected from the suppliers at the moment?



How could the current situation be improved?



If the firm would have a method or tool to analyse supply risks, what would be the
requirements for this type of tool?
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Appendix 3: The interview questions for the Finnish manufacturers

(Original questions were asked in Finnish)


Could you describe the case firm in general, the procurement organisation and the
purchasing strategy?



How many suppliers you have in this firm?



How are supply risks currently managed in this firm?



What methods or systems the firm has for the risk management process?



What are the most significant supply risks in your company?



How would you describe current supplier relationships with the firm’s suppliers?



Do you involve your suppliers into the supply risk management process?
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Appendix 4: The interview questions to the case firm’s suppliers

(Original questions were asked in Finnish)


How would you describe the buyer-supplier relationship with the case firm?



What would be the prerequisites of involving suppliers into the risk management
process?



What would be the opportunities if the case firm would involve its suppliers into its
risk management process?



What would be the challenges of supplier involvement in the risk management
process?



Would there be any risks for suppliers or the case firm regarding the supplier
involvement in the risk management process?



What would be the requirements method or tool that would involve suppliers in the
process?



What kind of practical issues there would be related to supplier involvement in the
case firm’s supply risk management process?

